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ABSTRACT
Payne, Christopher A. construction of an Instrument to
Assess the Service Learning Model: Establishing Con
current validity and Internal Reliability. Published
Doctor of Philosophy dissertation, University of
Northern Colorado, 1992.
A paper and pencil test was constructed to investigate
the existence of phases as identified by the Service Learn
ing Model (Delve, Mintz, , Stewart, 1990).

Subjects with

no structured exposure to service-learning activities
residing in the residence halls at the University of
Northern Colorado (URC) (n - 70) and subjects involved in
service-learning programs coordinated by the Office of
Community Service at Colorado State University (CSU)

(n

65) participated in the study during the sprihg of 1992.
Research objectives provided quidelines for developing
the test format and Writing clear and understandable items
that reflected the affective, behavioral and cognitive ways
in which students experience and understand what it is to
be a responsible citizen.

No significant relationship was

observed between the phases of the test instrument and
parallel learning modes as measured by the Learning-Styles
Inventory.

It was suggested that learning styles transcend

the different ways to experience and understand what it is
to be a responsible citizen, and therefore, do not provide
iii

an appropriate measure of concurrent validity.

The

internal reliability tor each phase ot the test instrument
was lower than desired, however, the coefficients of inter
nal consistency showed promise ranging from
Phase 1 to

~

~

- .5266 for

- .7582 for Phase 3.

Post-hoc tests comparing mean phase scores between
colleges and between categories of selt-reported duration
ot involvement in helping activities
supple~ent

wer~

conducted to

a statement ot validity for the test instrument.

Ditterences tor mean phase scores between subjects at ONe
and CSU were signiticant and in the predicted direction.
Similar results were observed when mean phase scores tor
subjects with eight or fewer contacts over the prior aca
demic year were compared to subjects with nine or more
contects over the same period.

However, it was unclear it

these ditferences were intluenced by involvement in
service-learning activities or personal variables such as
age and class status.
More research needs to be conducted before the
Service-Learning Model can be empirically contirmed or re
jected.

Reco...ndations identity .everal suggestions tor

further investigating the validity and reliability ot the
test instrument.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The hope to maximize moral and civic responsibility as
an outcome of hiqher education appears in the mission
statements of many colleqes and universities.

tt may be

arqued that successful achievement of this qoal is ulti
mately measured by the social contribution of an
institution's qraduates (Sanford, 1967). (Given this re
sponsibility, it seems reasonable that "colleqe has baen
reqarded amonq a number of

f~damental

social/cultural

institutions which prepare the younq adult for concerned
and involved citizenship in a democracy" (pascarella,
Ethinqton, , Smart, 1988, p. 412).\ Often left to chance,
however, the development of responsible citizenship remains
an assumed outcome of the educational process.
Given the on.et of increased pre.sure for outcomes
assessment, faculty and administrators are continually held
accountable for demonstratinq that colleqe attendance has a
moderatinq effect in the development of civic responsibili
ty.

This is especially true when institutional qoal and

mission statements profess that "the University environment
and services will help students develop a sense of self
worth, self-confidence, a respect for diverse cultures, an
awareness of important sociel and moral issues and a
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concern about the welfare of others" (ONe Bulletin,
1990-92, p. 7).

This implies that college attendance will

foster the acquisition of skills necessary to be a respon
sible citizen.

FUrthermore, it implies that students will

use these skills to address issues of social concern after
graduation.

This practical application can be demonstrated

in a variety of ways, such as helping a service organiza
tion that exists to eliminate hunger, homelessness, illit
eracy or other social inequities.

Acquiring the experience

for how to help does not necessarily require an education.
Understanding why one should act, however, is a unique

~nd

expected outcome of the educational process.
The development of civic responsibility is also im
plied as a consequence of the environment and services
provided by the institution.

In this context, "environ

ment" and "services· translate into academic instruction
and student services offered by the institution.

The

cognitive nature of classroom learning such as reflection,
discussion, observation, and theoretical abstraction has
historically been recognized as making an important contri
bution to developing civic values and

responsibi~ity

(crosson, 1983).
Experience outside the classroom can also contribute
towards this outcome.

Many of these out-of-class

experi~

ences are coordinated under the auspices of student
services, and focus on developing intellectual, social,
cultural, personal, physical and spiritual traits of the
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individual, often described as holistic development.

As

independent functions, both academic instruction and stu
dent services can make important contributions to develop
ing civic responsibility as a valuable outcome of the
educational process.

However, it is the integration of

classroom experiences and student services which holds the
greatest potential as an untapped resource in higher educa
tion.
There are a variety of functions coordinated under the
auspices of student services.

student personnel adminis

trators deliver these services in diverse environments such
as student housing, food service, student activities,
personal counseling, and health services.

Admissions and

often career counselinq and academic advisinq are also
included as student services.

In this context, many times

student services are viewed as peripheral to the functions
of research and teachinq that have historically been valued
as the purpose ot hiqher education (Abeles, 1969; Altbach ,
Berdahl, 1981; Garland, 1985; Leonard, 1956; Riesaan,
1980).

Althouqh student service administrators deliver

programs and servic.s that help students succeed, this
purpose has not always been as closely tied to the institu
tional aission as has acade.ic instruction.

However, in

the 1960S, the developmental contribution of proqraas and
services in student services began to receive attention
(Creamer, 1990).

Today this developmantal connection is

more important than ever before, especially qivan the
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current environment of legislators, accrediting agencies,
and constituents demanding an efficient and effective use
of financial and hUman resources in education.
As mentioned, student services encompasses a variety
of programs and services that, for the most part, influence
out-of-class activities.

Particularly in the case of

social, cultural, and recreational activities, these ef
forts have been termed extracurricular, perpetuating their
image as peripheral to the curriculum.

However, because of

the potential that exists when integrating classroom learn
ing and student services, the dualistic mindset

th~t

these

two functions operate independent of each other must
change.

If integration is truly possible, then programs

and services coordinated by student service administrators
can be structured to engage the educational mission of the
institution.

As such, student services should be consid

ered as co-curricular - "skillfully organized for the use
of their learning values in furthering the development of
students" (American Council on Education, 1989, p. 26).
In this context, the perception of the student service
adainistrator must also change.

If .tudent service. actu

ally have the potential to directly engage the educational
mission of the institution, than surely student personnel
administrators are as much educators as their academic
counterparts.

While this educator role in student services

is debated in the literature (Garland, 1985), the potential
for student personnel administrators to be educators serves
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as a basic assumption of the relationship between student
and academic services in this study.
Student service programs that encourage students to
help others in neei is one such example of an activity that
has the potential to be integrated with classroom learning.
Often called volunteerism, this act is characterized as a
tendency to help someone, either directly or indirectly,
other than family members or close friends (Serow, 1989).
The act can be further defined to involve an individual or
organization beyond the university community.

A student

who volunteers to help coordinate a panel discussion in the
residence halls primarily benefits students in the univer
sity community.

However, a student who volunteers to help

deliver meals to people who are unable to leave their home
has impact beyond the university community.

Therefore, all

community service work is volunteer work, but not all
volunteer work is community service work.

The distinction

between the two lies in the recipient of the service ef
fort.
The concert of community service in higher education
has been a relatively spontaneous and unstructured volun
teer experience.

Coordinated primarily by student services

personnel, it haa been labeled as just another service
provided to compliment the classroom experience.

The

developmental implications of integrating community service
with classroom learning epitomizes the potential to estab
lish a relationship between academic instruction and
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student a.rvices.

It also provides an example of how

student services personnel can serve as educators who make
a valuable contribution to the institutional mission.
the

spiri~

In

of community service, the integration of commu

nity service and classroom learning has resulted in the
concept of service-learning - "a twenty-year-old approach
to experiential (or internship) education which developed
out of CODcerns expressed in the sixties and seventies for
active, a.periential-learning opportunities related to
community service, community development, and social
change- (Little, 1979, p. 45).
Need for the study
Recaatly, secondary and post-secondary schools have
experienced a resurgence of community service activities.
Coupled with the trend to require community service as a
critical experience in the development of responsible
citizen~p,

the rationale for promoting and coordinating

community service activities takes on new meaning.

Serow

(1989) stated that what is most striking about this trend
is that it has been implemented without much empirical
evidence.

As an initial effort to address this void,

Dalve, Mintz, and stewart (1990a) proposed the service
Learning aodel (SLM) to identify common ways in which
students learn what it means to be a responsible citizen.
A review af the literature revealed the work by Delve et
al. (199Da) as the most comprehensive attempt to describe
this learning in cognitive and psychosocial terms.
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Delve et al. (1990a) identified several institutions
including Stanford University, Georgetown University,
University of Maryland, College Park and Crieghton Univer
sity currently using the SLM as a basis for promoting and
coordinating community service activities.

At the same

time, they also acknowledged that the SLM is without empir
ical confirmation.
The ability to identify and distinguish different ways
in which students experience and understand what it is to
be a responsible citizen can serve as a springboard for
future research.

If a test instrument can be constructed

to identify different ways to experience and understand
what it is to be a responsible citizen, perhaps the tradi
tionally unstructured and spontaneous nature of the volun
teer experience could be strenqthened to directly engage
the educational mission of the institution.

Ultimately,

"through college-and university-supported service-learning
opportunities, students will develop a better understanding
of and care for their fellow human beings and thereby
become more accepting of our global interdependency" (Delve
et al., 1990a).
Evolution of the Service
Learning Model
Delve et al. (1990a) noticed the emergence of several
common themes as a result of discussions with and observa
tions of college students involved in community service.
Differences between themes seemed to depict community
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service as a way to learn what it is to be a responsible
citizen.

Accordingly, Delve et ale (1990a) primarily

utilized the cognitive theories ot Perry (1968), Kohlberg
(1975), and Gilligan (1982) to hypothesize how community
service can contribute to the development of civic values
and responsibility.

When comhined with the themes discov

ered through observation and discussion, the framework tor
the Service-Learning Model (SLM) (Delve et al., 1990a)
evolved.
As detined by Delve et ale (1990a) the SLM is "a
theoretical framework, trom which service-learning inter
ventions can develop, enhances students' educational expe
riences, tosters values development, and encourages respon
sible citizenship- (p. 7).

The SLM identities tour ditter

ent ways in which students experience and understand what
it is to be a responsible citizen.

The authors labeled

these tour ditterent ways as ExplorAtion, ClarificAtion,
BeAlization, And Actiyation.

In addition, the authors

proposed a fifth concept called Internalization which is
more descriptive of the development that occurs as stUdents
apply what it is to be a responsible citizen.

These tive

ditferent concepts make up the -structure- ot the SLM.
A structure is essentially a set of assumptions which
acts as a filter or set of lenses for detining how an
individual will tend to perceiye, organize, and eyalu
~ experiences and events.
Less directly, a struc
ture also will affect how an individual will tend to
behave and ~ in response to those experiences.
(Rodgers, 1980, p. 14)
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Exploration, Clarification, Rlalization, and
Actiyation are the set of assumptions for the SLM - each
one representing a different wayan individual will per
ceive, organize and evaluate as well as behave and feel in
response to a community service experience.

Delve et al.

(1990a) use the term "phase" to describe the unique affec
tive, behavioral and cognitive qualities characteristic of
each way to experience and understand what it is to be a
responsible citizen.
The use of the term phase as a way to describe the
structure of the SLM is subject to interpretation.

It is

clear that the authors intended to suggest that these
phases should be practiced in sequence and that development
occurs as a result of incorporating each of these phase. in
the learning cycle.

However, it is unclear if the authors

intended each phase to represent different ways of learning
or if students are learni09 different things in each phase.
For example, it is unclear if the

Cgn~~ete

Experience phase

represents a unique way to experience and understand what
it is to be a responsible citizen in comparison to the
clarificatign phase, or if the Cgncrete Experience phase
represents learning different things about the co__unity
service experience.

In order to construct an instrument

that will identify and differentiate between the phases of
the SLM, questions of this nature must be clarified.
For the purpose of this study, the concept of pha.e
was defined as a different and unique way to experience and
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understand what it is to be a responsible citizen.
Learning styles aa identified by Kolb (1984) served as the
basis for eatablishing these differences.

Furthermore,

these ditterent ways to experience and understand what it
is to be a responsible citizen were described in atfective,
behavioral and cognitive terms.

These atfective, behavior

al and cognitive orientations were written as items that
collectively comprised the test instrument.

Theoretically,

a test instrument of this nature can identify that the
ditterent phases at the 8LM exiat and,accordingl y , can
distinguish one phase from another.
The ability to identify and distinguish the existence

at these different phases precludes any developmental
assumptions of the SLM assumed by the authors.

Therefore,

it is important to clarity that this study did not address
the sequential or developmental assumptions at the SLM as
presented by the authors.

ti2n phase.

This includes the Internaliza

Because the Internalization phase does not

meet the criteria of a different and unique way to experi
ence and understand what it is to be a responsible citizen,
the test instrument did not assess the existence of this
phase.

Characteristics of each phase will be described

briefly.
Phase 1;

Exploration.

This phase involves new oppor

tunities to get involved and help others.

Students may

preter to experience what it is to be a responsible citizen
without having direct contact with the individual or
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community served.

For instance, a canned food drive does

not require that the student have a face-to-face interac
tion with the people or issues of homelessness and hunger
that underlie the reason for collecting food.

This re

flects the nature of a traditional volunteer experience
that merely exposes the student to the benetits of helping
others.
Phase 2i

Clarification.

Characteristic of this phase

are students who prefer to experience what it means to be a
responsible citizen by exploring a variety of service
options.

Therefore, a student may solicit funding over the

telephone to help raise money for a community organization,
tutor young children at a local elementary school and
participate in a dance marathon to raise money tor cancer
research.

"Through the diversity of experience with

friends and at the placement sites, the students begin to
clarity what is important to them" (Delve et al., 1990a).
Phase

Jj

Realization.

Aa students begin to combine

experience and understanding, they begin to realize the
contribution they can make to the individual or community
served.
phase.

Learning of this nature i& characteristic of this
Up to this point, motives tor involvement have

generally been altruistic and egoistic (Fitch, 1987).

The

student who recognizes the reciprocal relationship that
exists with the individual or community served is moving
beyond mere experience and beginning to understand what it
means to be a responsible citizen.
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PhAse 4;

ActiYAtion.

This phAse is preferred by

students who become deeply involved with the individuAl or
community served as A WAy to understand what it means to be
a responsible citizen.

The frequency And duration of the

service etfort is longer and consistent.

Students may

consider lifestyle And career changes to retlect their
commitment to the individuAl or community served.
Internalization.

According to Delve et al. (1990a)

"the internAlization phAse describes those few students who
fully integrate their community-service experience into
their lives and, as a result, aake lifestyle and career
decisions consistent with the VAlues gained from such
experience" (p. 17).

Because the phase doe. not meet the

criteriA for experiencing or understanding what it is to be
a responsible citizen, it was not included as part of this
study.
Purpose at the Study
Although proposed AS A developmental model, the phases
of the SLH have yet to be empiricAlly confirmed (Delve et
al., 19900).

Theretore, the purpose at this study was to

construct 0 test instrument in order to investigAte the
existence of phase. as proposed by the service-Learning
Model (Delve et Al., 1990a).
Learning-style Inventory

Correlations with the

(~olb,

1985) established baseline

validity for the test instrument.

Internal reliAbility for

each phase at the test instrument was established by
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correlating each item with the total score for its
respective phase.
Research Objectives
Research Objectiye 1;
Final Item Selection
A research objective of this study was to investigate
the clarity and readability of the items on the initial
test instrument.

In addition, an item analysis identified

those items that made the greatest contribution to the
total score for each phase of the test instrument.

As a

result of this objective, each item on the final test
instrument was clear, understandable, and would demonstrate
a relationship with the total score for its respective
phase.
Research Queation 2: Establishing
Concyrrent validity
A research objective of this study was to investigate
the validity of the teat items by correlating the test
instrument with the Learning-Style Inventory (Kolb, 1985).
Research objective 3: Establishing
Internal Baliability
A research objective of this study was to investigate
the internal reliability for each phase of the test instru
ment by computing a coefficient of internal consistency
obtained from a single test administration.

«
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Limitations of the
Study
Two primary sources have been identified as weaknesses
of the study:

assumptions underlying the Service-Learning

Model and assumptions underlying construction of the test
instrument.

Although these assumptions will be addressed

separately, both sources are considered as limitations of
the study.
Assumptions Underlying the
service-Learning Model
Creating an instrument to assess the developmental
impact of the phases of the service-Learning Model CDelve
at al., 1990a), and creating an instrument to establish if
the phases exist are two very different ambitions.

Al

though proposed as a developmental model, the phases of the
SLM have yet to be empirically confirmed CDelve et al.,
1990a).

Delve et ale C1990a) identified several limita

tions of the 5LM.

These include limitations for Ca) the

developmental nature of the Internalization phase, Cb) the
tendency to categorize the phases of the SLM according to
chronological age, and (c) the developmental implications
of moving from charity to justice as a way to demonstrate
responsible citizenship.
Many of these limitations exist as a consequence of
the deVelopmental nature of the SLM.
processing occurs in sequence.

The SLM implies that

Furthermore, the develop

mental assumptions of the SLM suggest a cyclical progres
sion through each phase, moving "the learner in a spiral
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motion to a new level of learninq experiences" (Stewart,
1990, p. 34).

However, the purpose of this study was to

construct a test instrument to investiqate if these phases
exist.

Any developmental implications of the SLM suqqested

by the authors will be reserved for future studies.
Assumptions Underlying Construction
of the Te.t In.trument
In addition, .ome of the assumptions used in
constructinq the te.t instrument may be different from the
explanation of the SLM as advanced by the authors.

Four

such differences deserve mention.
First, the authors defined .ervice-learninq as a
proce.s whereby "students apply their classroom learninq to
inform and understand an individual or community beinq
served

0"

(Delve, Mintz, , stewart, 1990b, p. 3), which

implies utilization of .kills and knovledqe acquired in the
classroom.

However, because the purpose of the teat in

strument ia to investiqate the different vays students
experience and understand what it i. to be a responsible
citizen, the relation.hip betveen classroom learninq and
community service vill not be considered.
Second, it... of the teat instrument were developed
based on the literature reviev and past experience vith
community service, and placed in phases accordinqly.
Therefore, each item may not correlate vith its respective
total phase score as vell as if the item were statistically
placed by factor

~naly.i..

This may al.o prove to be a
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limitation when correlating one phase of the test
instrument with the other phases of the test instrument.
Third, Delve et al. (1990a) utilized the cognitive
theories of Perry (1968), Kohlberg (1975), and Gilligan
(1982) to hypothesize how community service can foster
ethical and moral development in college students.

This

establishes a foundation for the cognitive nature of under
standing that is implied in the SLM.

However, it ignores

the psychological and social nature of experiencing that
exists as a result of involvement in community service.
Although it is not uncommon to integrate psychosocial
and coqnitive theories (Widick, Parker, , Knefelkamp,
1978), the resulting theory or model has empirical chal
len?es.

"While finding both issues addressed in one theory

has been a great source of appeal (and has stimulated many
thoughtful questions and activities both in research and
practice), it has also made research difficult" (King,
1978, p. 40).

However, the dynamic interaction of these

two theories has also been widely accepted (Miller ,
Winston, 1990; Polkosnik , Winston, 1989).

The items on

the test instrument were written to reflect the qualities
of affect, behavior and coqnition that combine to describe
how students experience and understand what it is to be a
responsible citizen.
Finally, it is an assumption that learning style is
one of many factors that can influence how students experi
ence and understand what it is to be a responsible citizen.
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Just as the SLM is proposed to assess different ways
students experience and understand responsible citizenship,
so is learning style proposed to assess different ways in
which students learn how to be a responsible citizen.
Stewart (1990) identified the Learning-Style Inventory
(Kolb, 1985) as one measure which parallels the phases of
the SLM.

However, because learning style is not a perfect

measure of how students experience and understand what it
is to be a responsible citizen, this could be considered a
limitation of the study.
The limitations acknowledged by Delve et al.

(199~a)

combined with the shortcomings idontified when constructing
an instrument to assess the phases of the SLM allow for a
variety of possible interpretations.

Therefore, it is

important to recognize that this study has inspired more
questions than answers about the different ways in which
stUdents experience and understand what it is to be a
responsible citizen.
Definition of Terms

f

COmmunity s.ryice.
In contemporary usage, the term community service
applies to any unpaid activity undertaken for the good
of the community at-large or of particular individuals
other than family members and close friends. The core
of the concept, therefore, is that help is freely
provided to strangers. (Serow, 1989, p. 106).
Because the nature of volunteeris. and community
service involve similar motives and perceived benefits,
there is a very fine line that discriminates between these

•
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two behaviors.

For the purpose of this study, it is

necessary to distin9uish between on-campus and off-campus
service.

Althou9h it is acknowledged that on-campus par

ticipation is a component of involvement that contributes
to student development (Astin, 1984; Lipton' Garza, 1978;
Williams' Winston, 1985), community service as an off
campus experience (or at least targeted at an issue off
campus) requires effort that transcends the immediate
campus community.
Co-operative education.

Keeton and Tate (1978) de

fined co-operative education (co-op) as an experience "in
which the student either alternates terms on campus in
classroom-based studies with terms away from campus in
employment or carries on these activities concurrently" (p.
5) •

Direct seryice.

As defined by Delve et al. (1990a),

direct service is face-to-face interaction with the indi
vidual or community served, irrespective of environmental
settin9·
Indirect seryice.

As defined by Delve et al.

(1990a),

service of an indirect nature represents a physical dis
tance between the server and the individual or community
served.

A common example would be a fund raiser held on

campus and the recipient is an individual or orqanization
outside the campus community.
Internship.

"Typically a one-time work or service

experience involvinq students who have already attained
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considerable acadeaic preparation related to a professional
field" (Sovilla, 1989/90, p. 74).
"ondirect seryice.

As defined by Delve et al.

(1990a), nondirect service "involves an individual in the
actual environaent of the population being served, but not
in direct contact with the client population" (p. 11).
Service-learning.

According to Delve et al. (1990b),

"it is a collaborative effort whereby students apply their
classrooa learning to infora and understand an individual
or community being served:

In turn, stUdents are inforaed

by the individual or community about their needs, concerns,
history, and culture" (p. 3).
Service-Learning Model

(SLM)'

The service-Learning

Model has been proposed by Delve et al. (1990a) as having
the phases of Exploration, Clarification, Realization,
Actiyation, and Internalization.

These phases provide the

foundation for structuring appropriate challenges and
supports in order to promote values development and civic
responsibility.
Test instrument.

The test instruaent is the instru

aent proposed to investigate the existence of phase prefer
ences for Exploration, Clarification, Realization, and
Actiyation as proposed by the Service-Learning Model (Delve
et al., 1990a).
Volunteer.

Christenson (1982), citing corpus Juris

14, a legal encyclopedia, defined volunteer as "meaning one
who enters into service of his [her) own free willi one who
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gives his (her] service without any express or implied
promise of remuneration..

one who merely offers his

[her] service on his [her] own free will, as opposed to one
who is conscripted" (p. 17).

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter will establish a philosophical and theo
retical foundation for the concept of service-learninq.
Given this framework, literature and research in three
related areas will be reviewed includinq volunteerism,
academic-sponsored experiential learninq and co-curricular
student involvement.

The chapter will conclude with an

overview of the Experiential-Learninq Model (Kolb, 1984) as
a prelude to deacribinq the phases of the Service-Learninq
Model (SLM) as proposed by Delve, Mintz, and stewart,
(1990a).

The review incorporates literature and research from
searchinq the computer data bases of Educational Resource
Information center (ERIC), the American Psychological
Association (PsycLit), and the American Sociological Asso
ciation (Sociofile).

In addition, a Computer Based Refer

ence Syst.. (COBRA) search was employed specifically to
acce•• Dissertation Abstracts.

The National Society for

Internships and Experiential Eduction (NSIEE) was used as a
source for literature and research with a specific focus on
service-learninq.

Combining service and learning; A re

sourCe book for community and public seryice, a series of
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three volumes specifically related to service-learning, was
used extensively for the literature review and subsequent
instrument development.
The recent focus on educational reform and outcomes
assessment has renewed the commitment to strengthen under
graduate education.

However, initial reform strategies

appeared to emphasize the importance of classroom learning
and ignore the practical experience necessary to inspire
values development and civic responsibility (A Nation at
Risk, 1990).

"Thus, alongside the national call for renew

al and strengthening of undergraduate education, there- has
been successfully rekindled a debate on one of the
academy's traditional goals: the development within stu
dents of civic literacy, responsibility and participation"
(Stanton, 1990, p. 179).
The objective to combine the experiential nature of
community service and the intellectual nature of classroom
learning engages the concept of service-learning.

It also

implies the integration of cognitive and psychosocial
development inherent in the assumptions of student develop
ment theory.

Ultimately,

Head and Heart, then, should be trained together, each
influencing the other in any effective scheme of
education. But, just between ourselves, I should like
Heart to be a little in the lead, if we are to shape
the best possible world for ourselves - with Head
providing discipline and good counsel. (Johnson,
1946, p. 264)
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Historical and Theoretical
Foundations
The philosophical roots of service-learning are
grounded in the experiential philosophy of education.

The

theory of John Dewey (1916, 1938) has been identified as
the foundation upon which the cognitive theory of Piaget
(1985) and psychosocial theory of Erikson (1968) serve to

support the role of active learning as an educational
strategy.

A detailed account of each theory goes beyond

the purpose of this review.

However, a brief overview of

the contribution each has made to the role of experience in
education will establish the concept of

service-l.Ar~~lr.~

as

an agent of educational and social change.
Dewey's (1916, 1938) educational philosophy had many
dimensions, and none as powerful as his theory of experi
ence.

The integration ot traditional, scientitic knowl

edge, and personal experience serves as the basis tor
operationalizing the mission ot higher education:

"I

assume that amid all uncertainties there is one permanent
trame ot reterence:

namely, the organic connection between

education and personal experience • • • " (Dewey, 1938, p.
12).

In retrospect, his passion for unitying dualisms
became a driving force in his pursuit ot a more progressive
education.

Whereas the traditional approach stressed a

passive search that "isolated knowledge trom practice and
the lite ot the school trom the concerns of wider society"
(Olafson, 1977, p. 186), such a strategy appeared to ignore
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the practical potential inherent in the educational
process.

His desire to combine experience and education is

still pertinent today, and is often voiced as a common
theme for proponents of educational reform.

His concern

for combining relevance with rigor has resulted in contem
porary experiential education programs such as internships,
work study and co-operative education (Kolb, 1984).
Whereas the philosophy of Dewey (1916, 1938) was
somewhat intuitive, the work of Piaget (1985) was based on
more objective principles.

The intellectual-developmental

theory of Piaget (1985) identified several stages of mental
functioning, and each stage is influenced by maturation and
cognitive dissonance.

However, it is his concept of the

relationship between experience and cognitive development
that serves as an important theoretical connection for how
active community service experience can influence intellec
tual functioning.
The philosophy of Dewey (1916, 1938) and theory of
Piaget (1985) served to promote the connection between
experience and cognitive development.

There is also,

however, a connection between experience and psychological
and social development.

The term psychosocial has been

coined to describe the formation of personal issues of
identity, values and purpose as a function of the life
cycle.

Erikson's (1968) understanding of development

included eight different stages requiring the individual to
adapt to physical and social demands of the life cycle.
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His contribution to experiential education is embedded in
the process that influences identity resolution:

"The

process seems to require (1) experiences which help the
individual clarify

hi~

[her) interests, skills and atti

tudes, and (2) experiences which aid the individual in
making commitments"

(Widick, Parker, , Knefelkamp, 1978,

p. 6).

This cursory overview suggests thae cognitive and
psychosocial perspectives are distinct bodies of develop
mental theory.

However, "taken together, these socio

emotional and cognitive-developmental models provide a
holistic framework for describing the adult development
process and the learning challenge it poses" (Kolb, 1984,
p. 16).

This integration typifies the assumptions of

holistic development that serve as the cornerstone for
student development theory (American Council on Education,
1989) •
Introduction to Theory and Model
Concepts in student Development
The relationship between the environment and services
provided by the institution and the educational mission is
most otten expressed either by a theory or a model of
student development.

·Theories have three functions:

they

explain phenomena, they predict outcomes, and they permit
us to influence outcomes· (Moore' Upcraft, 1990, p. 3).
Such is the nature of student development theory, which
expresses this relationship in terms of impacting multiple
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traits of the student - intellectual, social, emotional,
spiritual, physical, etc.
The theoretical basis for development of college
students originated from the field of student services, an
American adaptation borne out of the English liberal arts
tradition.

Initially established as a function to bolster

the academic community of scholars, student service admin
istrators found a niche in serving the co-curricular needs
of college students.

In its infancy, developmental theo

rists focused attention on the more global notion of human
development (Erikson, 1968; Moore , Upcraft, 1990; Piaget,
1985).

However, with additional research, it became clear

that the development of college students had unique and
distinctive qualities separate from those of adolescence
and adulthood (Chickering, 1969; Freedman, 1965; Miller'
Winston, 1990; Sanford, 1962).

Student services has always

been peripheral to the fundamental purpose of higher educa
tion, however, it was during the 1960s "that student af
fairs professionals turned their attention more specifical
ly to the developmental focus of their educational activi
ties" (creamer, 1990, p. 4).
Two broad theories appear to encompass the concept of
student development - cognitive theories and psychosocial
theories.

cognitive theories tend to express intellectual

development as progressing "from simple distinctions and
relationships toward more complex differentiations and
integrations" (Rodgers, 1980, p. 4).

Perry (1968) was one
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of the first theorists to apply the nature of intellectual
development to traditional age college

stude~ts.

His

scheme of intellectual development suggested that individu
als move from recognizing simple distinctions to complex
reasoning and understanding.

This intellectual development

serves to promote ethical development as defined by greater
consistency between knowledge and values.

Other theorists

with implications for intellectual development in college
students include Kohlberq (1969, 1975) and Gilligan (1982).
On the other hand, psychosocial theories are concerned
with the development that occurs as a result Of
cal and social interactions with others.

psycho~ogi

To this end,

Chickering (1969) captured the concept of developmental
crisis in traditional age college students presented in
Erikson's (1968) stage of identity.

Other theorists con

sidered psychosocial development as a function of the
campus environment (Blocker, 1978) and used the concept of
challenge and support to describe how this development
occurs (Sanford, 1962, 1967).
Sometimes, as was the case in this study, when theo
ries do not satisfy our needs for explanation and research,
we turn to the concept of models.

·Unlike theories, they

lack the specificity of clear definition. • • • Models are,
in effect, emerging theories- (Moore , Upcraft, 1990, p.
4).

This describes the nature of the Service-Learning

Model (Delve et al., 1990a).

Sometimes the descriptions of

how students learn to experience and understand what it is
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to be a responsible citizen are unclear.

Applying

cognitive and psychosocial theories of student development
can help to support and explain these qualitative
observations.
Although it has been suggested that few studies have
focused on the effects and benefits of service-learning
(Giles, Honnet, , Migliore, 1991), a variety of literature
is closely related.

Because the nature of service-learning

transcends each of these areas, co__unity service experi
ence deserves study independent of
ture.

th~se

bodies of litera

Specifically, the research on volunteerism,

academic-sponsored experiential education (internships and
co-operative education) and student involvement in co
curricular activities all have the potential to advance
service-learning research.
Research in Volunteeris_
As suggested by Delve et ale (1990b), we must distin
guish between the peripheral nature of a volunteer experi
ence and the potential for service-learning to directly
engage the institutional mission.

"Service learning is

_ore than experience as a volunteer and is different from
structured college and university experienceD such as
internships and co-ops" (Delve et al., 1990b, p. 3).
Kendall (1990) suggested that service-learning programs
differ in two ways from the traditional nature of volunteer
activities:

"First, service learning programs explicitly

include features which foster participants' learning

abo~t
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the larger social issues behind the human needs to which
they are responding. • • • The second factor • • • is an
emphasis on reciprocity" (p. 20, 21).
The service-learning experience may transcend the
altruistic and humanistic nature of a typical volunteer
experience.

Kendall (1990) sugqested this acknowledges the

traditional motivations of the volunteer experience and
"builds on these traditions by emphasizing critical ref lec

ti2n on the service experience, reciprocity between the
providers and acquirers of services, and learning as a
significant part of the exchange for everyone involved w (p.
25).

In this way, the .otivations and perceived benefits

of volunteeris. have relevant research implications for the
concept of service-learning.
In general, motivations for volunteering have been
classified into three categories - altruism (Fitch, 1987;
Gelineau' Kantor, 1964), egoism (Fitch, 1987; Schindler
Rainman , Lippitt, 1975;) and humanitarian concern (Fitch,
1987; Schindler-Rainaan , Lippitt, 1975; Serow, 1989;

White, 1981; Wilson, 1976).

A literature review by

Rosenthal (1965) noted several personality variables asso
ciated with volunteer behavior in college students
includin9 a greater need for social approval, greater
sociability, greater unconventionality, lover aqe and less
authoritarianism.
The affective nature of the volunteer experience is a
powerful motivator.

When readers of Better Homes and
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Gardens were asked to write about how they felt as a result
of volunteering, Luks (1988) identified several physical
and emotional themes:

"Highs, warmth and increased energy

were mentioned in half of the letters and a quarter of the
surveys" (p. 39).
Research for the actual impact of volunteering on
college stUdents is so.ewhat sparse (Fitch, 1987; Lipton.
Garza, 1978; Parker. Newman, 1989; Serow, 1989).

The

literature suggested that perceived benefits of volunteer
ing include improved self-concept (Kelly, 1974; Schindler
Rainman • Lippitt, 1975)i and self-fulfillment (Schindler
Rainman • Lippitt, 1975; Wilson, 1976).

Shaver and Scheibe

(1967) studied the impact of a summer camp experience on

seventeen untrained college volunteers.

The California

Psychological Inventory was administered pre-and-post-camp
to detect any developmental changes that might occur.
Significant increases were found for the scales of Capacity
for Status, Sociability, Social Presence, Self Acceptance,
Communality and Achievement via Conformance (all Q < .05).
Academic-Sponsored Experiential
L~~rning

Without dismissing the value of any experiential
opportunity, it is important to make a distinction between
an academic-sponsored experience and a community service
experience that may cross traditional discipline lines.
Generally, it is accepted that academic success will have a
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positive correlation with success in real-life situations,
or at least this is a societal expectation:
The classes and curriculums are designed to prepare
students to function as citizens and workers in the
general society and in specific occupations and pro
fessions. Thus, the students who do well in class
should also generally do well in the social roles and
occupational duties for which these classes have
prepared them. (8aird, 1985, p. 4)
Internships and co-op experiences are the academic
answer to combining classroom learning with real life
experience.

Community service is one activity coordinated

by student service administrators that can achieve similar
outcomes outside the classroom.

Whereas "service to commu

nity" has maintained academic stature as embodied in
research and classroom learning, student services have
adopted the notion of community service; a subtle yet
significant distinction which supports the student develop
ment agenda of student services.
service has come to

be

In this way, community

known as another student service

peripheral to the search for knowledge that occurs in the
classroom.
A cursory review of the motivations and perceived
benefits of academic-sponsored experiential education
(internships and co-operative education) parallels the void
in empirical research noted for volunteerism.

Motives and

perceived benefits traditionally associated with academic
sponsored learning included payment by the employer, aca
demic credit, a performance evaluation, and the potential
for future employment.

A three-year study at the
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University of Maryland confirmed several commonly held
benefits that accrue to interns including relevant job
experience, introduction to potential employment
opportunities, integration of classroom learning and real
world experiences and an increased understanding of person
al and career goals (Davis, steen, , Rubin, 1987).
co-curricular student
Involvement
Directly related to the dynamics of service-learning
is the concept of co-curricular involvement.

Although

Winston and Massaro (1987) suggested that the impact

o~

co

curricular involvement on student development has been the
target of little research, several stUdies in the 1980.
identified retention and persistence a. likely outcomes.
Astin (1984) defined involvement as "the quantity and
quality of the physical and psycholoqical enerqy that
students invest in the college experience" (p. 307).
Although the theory includes experiences of both a curricu
lar and co-curricular nature, this summary is particularly
interested in co-curricular experiences.

SpeCific research

that has relevance for service-learning involves the degree
of involvement, quality of effort, and faculty interaction.
Involvement theory research suggested that students
who participate in co-curricular activities are less sus
ceptible to attrition (Astin, 1984, 1985), realize more
advanced personal development (Khalili , Hood, 1983), and
develop appropriate lifestyle and career goals (Williams ,
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Winston, 1985).

Williams and Winston (1985) surveyed a

total of 168 undergraduate students enrolled in an
educational psychology class at a large southeastern
university.

Students were categorized into four groups

based on responses to a self-reported question of involve
ment in activities and organizations recognized by the
Office of Student Activities (D - 105) or no involvement (D
- 63).

Using the Student Development Task Inventory (SOTI)

as the dependent measure, the results indicated that par
ticipants scored significantly higher on subscales of
Interdependence (1 (1, 164) - 20.68,

~

Educational Plans (1 (1, 164) - 8.58,
Career Plans (1 (1, 164) • 9.91,

~

Lifestyle Plans (1 (1, 164) - 3.51,

.001); Appropriate

<

~

<

.01); Mature

.01); and Mature

<
~

<

.05).

Although it has been shown that co-curricular involve
ment contributes to gains in intellectual and personal
development (Pascarella, 1989), the amount of intellectual
growth may be influenced by student typology (Ory ,
Braskamp, 1988).

In the study by Ory and Braskamp (1988),

three groups of students vere compared on the basis of
quality of effort in various co-curricular activities.

The

three groups included transition students (defined by lov
grades, n • 74), honor students (defined by academic re
cord, n - 74), and regular students (defined as meeting
minimum admission standards, D - 77).

The College student

Experience Questionnaire (CSEQ) vas administered to all
students and served as the dependent measure assessing
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personal and academic effort.

Independent measures

included perceived gains in intellectual skills, person
al/social development and general education.

Results

indicated a strong correlation between quality of academic
effort and intellectual qain for honors students (X - .84).
While this may be intuitively expected, a stronq relation
ship also ekisted for transition students in quality of
personal effort and perceived qains in intellectual skills
(X - .52), personal/social development (X - .61), and
qeneral education (X - .39).

The study concluded that

transition and honor students received the qreatest qains
for their efforts.
The amount of personal qrowth may also be influenced
by student-faculty interaction (Wilson, Woods, , Gaff,
1974).

For example, Baxter Magolda (1987) investiqated the

connection between intellectual development and the stu
dent-faculty relationship.

Results of qualitative inter

views with 1,117 students ranqinq from freshmen to doctoral
candidates at two large midwestern state universities were
cateqorized accordinq to how students viewed themselves in
the student-faculty relationship.

The Measure of

Epistemoloqical Reflection (MER) served as the dependent
measure to asse.. intellectual development across the Perry
(1968) scheme.

Students that perceived the relationship to

be colleqial scored hiqher on the MER.
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The Experiential Learning
Model
"Experiential learning refers to learning character
ized by changes in judgement, attitude, feelings or skills
acquired through direct participation in an event or series
of events" (Cohen' Sovet, 1989, p. 119).

with experien

tial education as a theoretical foundation, Kolb (1984)
developed the Experimental Learning Model.

His model

proposed "a four-stage cycle involving four adaptive learn
ing modes - concrete experience, reflective observation,
abstract conceptualization and active experimentation"
(Kolb, 1984, p. 40).
individuals

Furthermore, the model infers that

d~monstrate

a "preference" for one of these

four learning modes.
To establish these preferences, Kolb (1984) suggested
that each dominant learning mode has characteristics that
are unique and diametric to the recessive mode.

For exam

ple, concrete Experience is dominated by affective quali
ties of learning such as feeling and intuition.

opposite

of this learning mode is Abstract conceptualization, domi
nated by ideas and concepts that serve to create models and
theories.

Similarly, the learning mode of Reflectiye

Observation features activities such as observation, re
flection and description, whereas

A,~iye

Experimentation is

dominated by hands-on experience.
Kolb (1984) proposed that these l4arning modes can be
categorized by how people grasp an experience and how they
transform that experience.

This is consistent with his

•
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definition of learning - "namely, that learning is a
process whereby knowledge is created through the transfor
mation of experience (Kolb, 1984, p. 41).
Kolb (1984) described the ways people grasp experience
as either according to what we see, hear and feel or ac
cording to abstract and theoretical information.

Reliance

on the affective nature of immediate experience is repre
sented by the Concrete Experience learning mode.

Reliance

on the conceptual and symbolic nature of experience is
represented by the Abstract Conceptualization learning
mode.

A brief description will further highlight the

differences between these two diametrically opposed orien
tations for grasping experience.
concrete Experience.

Involves an organic orientation

and an immediate and personal experience.

The authentic

context of the activity spurs affective consequences such
as feeling and intuition.
Abstract conceptualization.

Involves the elements of

ideas and concepts as a foundation for establishing subjec
tive personal meaning.

Thinking and symbolic conceptualiz

ing create the ability to generalize observations into
logical theories.
Kolb (1984) stated that the mere grasping of experi
ence is not SUfficient for learning to occur.

He identi

fied the learning aodes of Reflectiye Observation and
Actiye Experimentation as diametrically opposed ways to
manipulate the experience that has been grasped.

The
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Reflectiye Observation mode represents the tendency to
reflect on the experience according to whether it was an
immediate experience or an abstract concept.

The Actiye

Experimentation mode represents an active manipulation of
the immediate experience or abstract concept.

A brief

description will further clarify the nature of these two
ways to transform an experience.
Reflectiye Observation.

Requires an internal orienta

tion for making meaning as a consequence of concrete expe
rience.

Observation, reflection and description serve as

activities that promote an understanding of how things.
happen.
Actiye ExPerimentation.

Requires an external orienta

tion emphasizing practical application of observations and
abstract ideas.

The behavioral focus of this mode requires

an action component which involves learning-by-doing_
Grasping and Transferring Experience
in the EXperential Learning Model
The ways in which people grasp and transform experi
ence establishes the basis for four different learning
styles.

-As a result of our hereditary equipment, our

particular past life experience, and the demands of our
present environment, most people develop learning styles
that emphasize some learning abilities oyer others- (Kolb,
1984, p. 76).

For instance, people who prefer to grasp

experience by concrete Experienpe and transfora this expe
rience through Reflectiye Observation are categorized
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according to what Kolb (1984) called a divergent learning
style.

This style is opposite that in which the person

grasps experience through Concrete Experience and trans
forms the experience by Actiye Experimentation - called a
convergent learning style.
Likewise, the learning style that results from
experience grasped by Abstract Conceptualization and trans
formed by Reflective Observation is labeled assimilation 
"less focused on people and more concerned with ideas and
abstract concepts" (Kolb, 1984, p. 78).

Opposite of this

learning style exists experience grasped by Abstract Con
ceptualization and transformed by Active Experimentation.
Kolb (1984) defined this learning style as accommodation,
where the person prefers to modify theories and abstract
concepts by using them in practical situations.
Therefore, by determining the preferred way to grasp
experience and the preferred way to transform experience,
the Learning-Style Inventory (Kolb, 1985)

ca~

identify the

learning style commonly used by the person:
The elements of an experience stimulate an
individual's choice of a learning style. We gravitate
toward the style with which we are most familiar.
• • • Though individuals have a propensity for a
certain style, we develop abilities and skills in all
styles. OVer time, our varied experiences give each
of us exercise in all the styles of the learning
wheel. The results of the Learning styles Inyentory
(Lal), an instrument designed to measure a person's
learning abilities (Kolb, 1985), provides a profile
reflecting a dominant, two preferred, and a least
preferred learning style. (Stewart, 1990, p. 34)
Each phase of the Experiential Learning Model also has
unique cognitive and psychosocial qualities that reflect
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the learninq style characteristic of that phase.

For

example, a coqnitive component of the Concrete Experience
phase would be a dualistic approach to the experience (a
riqht or wronq way to handle a problem) whereas a relativ
istic approach is characteristic of the Abstract
Conceptualization phase (a riqht or wronq way to handle a
problem is relative to the context of the situation).

From

a psychosocial perspective, the security of socializinq
with close friends miqht be an example of a behavior in the
Concrete Experience phase while tha tendency to take risks
and qet involved in activities outside the social network
of close friends is more characteristic of the Actiye
Experimentation phase.
The four learninq aodes and subsequent styles of
learninq serve as the foundation for the Service-Learninq
Modal (Delve et al., 1990a).

Whereas the Experiential

Learninq Model considers experience in qeneral, the
Service-Learninq Modal considers how students experience
and understand what it is to be a responsible citizen as a
result of involveaent in community service.
The Sarvice-Learninq
Model
As previously aentioned, Delve et al. (1990a) noticed

the emerqence of several common ways to experience and
understand what it is to be a responsible citizen.

These

themes evolved as a result of discussions with and observa
tions of colleqe students involved in community service.
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When combined with the concepts of the Experiential
Learning Model (Kolb, 1984), the different styles for
learning what it is to be a responsible citizen evolved.
The phases of Exploration, Clarification, Realization, and
Activation in the SLM reflect the learning modes of

~

crete Experience, Reflective Observation, Abstract Concep
tualization and Actiye Experimentation ,respectively.
Therefore, the characteristics of each phase are similar in
process and content to those of the Experiential Learning

.

Model,'however.they are targeted specifically at the commu
nity service experience.

Fiqure 1 may help to visualize

how the phases of the SLM correspond to the learning modes
proposed by Kolb (1984).

A detailed description of the

affective, behavioral and cognitive structure that exists
in each phase may help to further clarify the differences
between these phases.
Exploratiqp_

As suggested by Stewart (1990), this

phase is similar to the Concrete Experience mode in the
Experiential Learning Model (Kolb, 1984).

This phase

requires qualities of security and non-threatening external
imposition commonly required for meaningful fulfillment in
many new experiences.

Specific to community service, the

experience is typically indirect or nondirect in nature and
involvement is limited to a few brief exposures (Delve et
al., 1990a).
From the perspective of student development theory,
the affective component of feeling good about oneself is
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Figure 1. Comparison ot the Experiential Learninq Model
With the Service-Learnlnq Model (Stewart, 1990, p. 37).
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sU9gested as an outcome of Chickerin9's (1969) vector of
developin9 competence.

Similarly, behavioral issues relat

ed to social competence are also a function of this vector.
From a cQ9nitive perspective, the tendency to view
situations from a dualistic perspective would be anticipat
ed accordin9 to Perry's (1968) scheme of intellectual and
ethical development.
Clarification.

Similar to the Reflectiye Observation

mode in the Experiential Learnin9 Kodel, the Clarification
phase in the SLM involves a diversification of community
service activities accompanied by structured opportunities
for observation and reflection.

students are challenged by

interactin9 with new experiences outside the security
network of friends or familiar recipients of the service
effort.

Support is manifested in reassurance and awareness

that comes with increased involvement.
The willin9ness for a student to take risks outside
his/her social network of friends is described developmen
tally by Chickering (1969) as learnin9 to manage emotions
and developing autonomy.

The affective nature of this

phase may be retlected in experiencin9 new emotions as a
consequence of involvement in a variety of community ser
vice experiences.

Behaviorally, the student learns to

solve problems "without the continual need for 'strokes'
from friends and parents" (Rodgers, 1980, p. 46).
CQ9nitively, the diversification of community service
experience mirrors the developmental position of
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multiplicity described by Perry (1968).

As such, the

student begins to realize there is no absolute right or
wrong, and recognize that all opinions have value.
Realization.

Labeled as the "Aha!" phase (Delve et

al., 1990a; Stewart, 1990), this orientation involves an
understanding of why it is necessary to engage in community
service activities.

The predominant cognitive nature of

the phase mirrors the Abstract Conceptualization phase of
the Experiential Learning Model (stuwart, 1990).

The

capacity for higher order thinking skills of deduction,
induction and inference provides the framework for combin
ing service and learning.

Accordingly, the student begins

to understand that he/she can influence the lives of the
individuals served.
Chickering (1969) described this notion of reciprocal
understanding in his vector of establishing identity.

As a

result of adequately resolving the tasks involved in devel
oping competence, aanaging emotions and developing autono
my, the student is better able to accept his/her physical
and emotional need. and the role others play in meeting
these needs.

Rodgers (1980) described a healthy resolution

as coming -to teras with sexual orientation, body accep
tance, and knowing the kinds, frequency, and levels of
intensity of experiences one prefers" (p. 47).
Behaviorally, the student may begin to spend more time with
the individual or community served, thereby allowing others
to see him/her as the student sees him/herself.

A
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coqnitive perspective may suqqest that knowledqe is
contextual, and therefore there may be no clear riqht or
wronq way to handle a situation (Perry, 1968).
Actiyation.

With the appropriate encouraqement and

direction, students can stretch beyond existinq peer and
academic support structures.

From a psychosocial perspec

tive, the student beqins to wrestle with issues of personal
and career commitment.

Affectively, the resolution of

these issues may involve feelinqs of isolation and confu
sion, especially related to community service (Slepitza,
1990).

Behaviorally, involvement in activities that

re~

flect these personal and career commitments are appropri
ate.

This may include developinq relationShips with others

involved in the service effort and pursuinq internships or
co-op experiences in an orqanization related to career
interests.

cognitive theorists identify issues of care

(Gilliqan, 1982), commitment (Perry, 1968) and principled
reasoninq (Kohlberq, 1975) that can be applied universally
when decidinq how to act.
Internalization.

The fifth way of processinq communi

ty service experience labeled Internalization is different
in both proce•• and content.

The Internalization phase

doe. not have a direct counterpart in the Experiential
Learning Model (Stewart, 1990).

Because the Internoliza

tiRn phase does not meet the criteria of a different and
unique way to experience and understand what it is to be a
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responsible citizen, it was not considered in the
construction of the test instrument.
Summary
The connection between active experience, cognitive
and psychosocial development serves as the philosophical
and theoretical foundation for the concept of service
learning.

The phases of Exploration, Clarification,

Realization, and Actiyation in the Service-Learning Model
as proposed by Delve et ale (1990a) can be categorized ac
cording to affective, behavioral and cognitive descriptions
unique to each phase.

These affective, behavioral and

cognitive qualities can be described according to observa
tions of and discussions with students involved in communi
ty service.

In addition to this qualitative information,

evidence of affect, behavior and cognition can also be
advanced by research in three general areas related to
community service including volunteerism, academic
sponsored experiential learning and co-curricular student
involvement.
If community service does have an impact on developing
civic values and responsibility, then it would be benefi
cial to understand how acadeaic instruction and student
services can work together to influence this development.
Although the SLM has identified four different ways to
experience and understand what it ia to be a responsible
citizen, these ways have not been empirically confirmed.
Therefore, it is possible that a test instrument may not
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support the concepts advanced by the SLM.

However, if a

test instrument can be constructed to objectively identify
these unique ways, then co-curricular activities can be
structured to support the experiencing and understanding
representative of a particular phase of the SLM.

Likewise,

co-curricular activities can be structured to challenge
students to experience and understand in different ways
that influence the development of civic values and respon
sibility.

As a result, perhaps the traditionally unstruc

tured and spontaneous nature of the volunteer experience
can be strengthened to directly engage the educational
mission of the institution.
Chapter III is a continuation of the review of the
literature specifically showcasing a review of quantitative
research supporting the affective, behavioral and cognitive
qualities that exist in each phase of the SLM.

Combined

with the qualitative methods of observation and discussion,
this review established the baais for item construction in
the test instrument.

CHAPTER III
INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT
Establishin9 the reliability and validity for a new
instrument is perhaps the most challen9in9 psychometric
concern.

As such, this chapter will be dedicated to de

scribin9 the various components ot instrument construction.
As sU9gested in the literature review, the concept ot
service-learnin9 is indirectly related to a variety of
activities.

Much ot this previous research has isolated

the quality ot cognition trom its attective and behavioral
counterparts.

Althou9h combinin9 intellectual and psycho

social development into one theory has been challenged
(Kin9, 1978), this connection serves as the cornerstone ot
the Service-Laarnin9 Model (SLM) (Delve, Mintz, & stewart,
1990a).

Consequently, any instrument desi9ned to measure

the phases of the SLM must reflect this inte9rated assump
tion.
Item construction retlected several characteristics
which were transferrable to other experiential learnin9
activities.

The test instrument combined the contributions

ot research, observation, and discussion with cQ9nitive and
psychosocial theories of student development to identify
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the qualities of affect, behavior, and cognition unique to
each phase of the SLM.
Evaluating the construct validity of the various
phases of the SLM is included in this section because of
the important theoretical and empirical link to item con
struction in the test instrument.

Specific statistical

methods to demonstrate validity of the test instrument will
be presented in the appropriate methods section.
The presentation of characteristics unique to each
phase of the SLM is an important step in order to establish
the rationale for how the test items have been constructed.
This presentation was focused by categorizing these charac
teristics according to their affective, behavioral and
cognitive qualities.

This is consistent with the premise

that the qualities of feelings, behaving and thinking, in
combination, establish the basis of structure for both
cognitive and psychosocial theories of student development
(Rodgers, 1980).
This multidi.ensional approach is preferred when
describing the complex nature of human behavior.

Pace

(1980) identified the properties of cognition, affect and
behavior to be interdependent in assessing the quality of
involvement.

Likewise, Kohlberg (1984) suggested that

"'affective' and 'cognitive' developaent are parallel; they
represent different perspectives and contexts in defining
structural change" (p. 9).
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Many researchers supported the study of behavior as a
multidimensional concept (Khalili , Hood, 1983; Pascarella,
1989).

Davison, Ring, Ritchener, and Parker (1980)

administered Laevinger's Sentence Completion Test (LCST) as
the dependent measure to J2J subjects ranging tram high
school to graduate students.

The LeST assesses six levels

at ego development and tive transitional stages, the lowest
labeled symbolic and the highest labeled

int~grated.

Results suggested that subjects did not consistently re
spond at only one level.

Although a predominant level

pre terence was not tound, response trends suggested that
the assumptions at the model were supported.

It was con

cluded that measures at cognitive-social development such
as the LeST are more etfective when they relate to a
breadth at behaviors instead of presupposing the strength
of the relationship is caused by anyone behavior.
As stated, all three dimensions play a role in deter
mining the orientation at a particular phase, and each
contributes unique characteristics that transcend all
phases of the SLM.

The characteristics of aftect include a

basic valuative quality.

Although Delve et ale (1990a)

implied that affect primarily resides in the EKRloration
phase, the valuative nature of affect can readily be ap
plied in every phase of the SLM.
Likewise, each phase of the SLM necessitates the
quality of behavior, defined in this context as action that
mayor may not be congruent with atfective and cognitive
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dimensions.

In fact, the disparity between affective or

cognitive processing and overt behavior has been previously
suggested to be the catalyst for dissonance (Blocker, 1978;
Chickering, 1969; Sanford, 1966).
Finally, the notion of cognition has been developed as
an underlying construct of experiential learning and also
appears as an important component of the SLM (Delve et al.,
1990a).

The general quality of cognition is the basis for

reasoning that leads to understanding.

Although some

phases of the SLM suggest .ore cognitive learning styles
than others, each incorporates a cognitive structure.
Construct Validity for Service
Learning Phases
The following presentation identified literature and
research according to the dimensions of affect, b6havior,
and cognition identified in each phase of the Service
Learning Model (SLM) (Delve et al., 1990a).

When possible,

the review incorporates research specific to service
learning or community service experience.

However, because

e.pirical researeb for the dimensional influences of each
phase is somewhat sparse, studies have been included that
model develop.ental concepts closely related to service
learning assumptions.
Phase 1;

The Exploration
Pbase

Exposure to various community service experiences is
the primary basis for most progra.s

(Leviso~,

1990).

The
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desire to develop a sense of social responsibility by
exposing students to individuals and communities in need is
a noble motive, and certainly worthy of inclusion at the
secondary school level.

Benefits of this exploration

include having fun, meeting new people, and developing new
skills (Abdennur, 1987) and a better attitude toward self
and others (Newman, 1987).

Given the intellectual and

psychosocial level of development at this age, the immedi
ate psychological gratification and limited imposition of
personal time is appropriate.
The nature of exposure in this phase is not limited to
secondary school programs however, as the elements of
having fun and enhancing the public image of the institu
tion are primary reasons for coordinating community service
programs in higher education (Theus, 1988).

Programs at

this level merely serve as a Vehicle for access and place
ment; consequently, they often fail to inspire the action
necessary to change the determinants of social concerns.
If students are not challenged by others ways to experience
and understand what it is to be a responsible citizen, the
ultimate potential of the community service experience is
limited as an integrating educational philosophy.

At the

same time, by remaining at the Exploration phase the expe
rience merely perpetuates stereotypes associated with the
individuals or communities served (Levison, 1990).
Nevertheless, an authentic experience is an appropri
ate starting point.

Schindler-Rainaan and Lippitt (1975)
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suggested that if a volunteer initiative is to have any
long term impact, "development of attitudes and values
concerning volunteering should occur during the early years
of school" (p. 35).

Authentic experience of this nature

for college students results in increased self-concept
(Shaver' Scheibe, 1961), personal fulfillment (Kelly,
1914), a sense of charity (Delve et al., 1990a), greater
awareness of social responsibility (Hobfoll, 1980), and a
novel psycholoqical investment (McPherson' Nebqen, 1991).
Many of these qualities are precepts for the development of
autonomy as described by Chickering (1969).

polkosnikoand

Winston (1989) supported this position by suggesting that
"a minimal level of autonomy may be necessary for the
acquisition of more complex intellectual and more mature
psychosocial functioning" (pp. 16-11).
Affectiye pimensioni
Phase 1
There is a considerable body of research that suggest
ed increases in altruism, humanitarianism and civic respon
sibility occur during the college years (Astin, 1911;
Pascarella et al., 1988).

Fitch (1981) surveyed 16 stu

dents at a major southeastern university concerning possi
ble reasons for volunteering.

out of 20 items, 2 of the

top 5 reasons for volunteering were egoistic in nature.

He

found significant differences to exist between the top
response ("It gives me a good feeling or sense of satisfac
tion to help others",

H-

8.90) and the next most common
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response ("I am concerned about those les8 fortunate than
me",

H-

8.03).

Results supported the qualitative nature

of "helpers high" described by Luks (1988).
Behayioral Dimension;
Phase 1
Fitch (1991) surveyed 285 undergraduate students at a
large southeastern university on two measures, the Survey
of Interpersonal Values (SIV) and the Extracurricular
Involvement Inventory (Ell).

Results suggested that sig

nificant differences were related to variables of Indepen
denc., Benevolence, and Leadership as measured by the SIV,
and he identified co. .unity service as having the potnetial
to foster developaent of this nature.

Specifically, stu

dents less involved in co-curricular activities scored
higher than those acderately involved on the Independence
scale (E (2, 181) - 4.27, R < .02), but not significantly
different than highly involved students.

This aay reflect

other research suggesting students involved in co-curricu
lar activities aay seek involveaent as a function of secu
rity whereas aore independent students are not motivated by
social reinforceaent (Astin, 1984).

8enevolence scores for

moderately involved students were significantly higher than
those for lowly or highly involved stUdents

(E

(2, 178) 

4.61, R < .01), inferring a concern for serving others

exists at some optiaal point, and beyond which deeper
levels of involvement are influenced by other variables.
Finally, Leadership scores for highly involved students
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were significantly different than those for the other two
levels

(~

(2, 181) - 2.92, Q < .05), suggesting different

needs exist for highly involved students.
Cognitive Dimension;
Phase 1
Pascarella (1989) randomly selected 70 high school
seniors to take the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Ap
praisal (CTA), the dependent measure assessing critical
thinking skills including inference, recognition of assump
tions, deduction, interpretation and evaluation of argu
ments.

Of these 70 students, 47 attended college on a

full-time basis in the fall of 1986 and were matched on
several personal variables to control for differences.
Several independent measures were studied, including a
self-reported survey of seven items focusing on the dura
tion and quality of student involvement throughout the
freshmen year.

Correlated with a re-test of the CTA in May

of 19C7, four of the dependent measures yielded significant
partial correlations: CTA total score (partial
.10), Inference (partial

~

~

- .34, R <

- .35, Q < .10), Recognition of

Assumptions (partial X - .36, R < .10), and Interpretation
(partial

~

- .43, R < .10).

Although total inVOlvement

yielded significant relationships, when attempting to
identity which ot the seven it... contributed to this
effect, none of the items individually reached signifi
cance.

Therefore, it is necessary to consider all aspects

of involvement as a total experience.
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Phase 2;

The Clarification
Phase

Spurred by the notion that "no experience having
meaning is possible without some element of thought"
(Dewey, 1916, p. 169), various authors have suggested the
element of reflection as a necessary component in the
community service

exp~rlence

(Conrad. Hedin, 1990;

Levison, 1990; Newmann, 1990; Schultz, 1990).

In addition,

the lack of reflection structured in community service
activities has been noted (Conrad' Hedin, 1990).

Wagner

(1990) stated that "the concept called upon most frequently
to describe connections between service and learning is
'reflection'" (p. 44).

Clearly then, if we are to tran

scend the volunteer nature of community service, we must
structure reflective and abstract learning as part of the
experience.
spe~ific

to co__unity service activities, we have

often assumed that mere exposure will create dissonance and
inspire the individual to resolve the issue of how to act
as an agent of social change.

However, it is the process

of reflecting on one's experience that provides the criti
cal connection between mere exposure and enlightened ac
tion:
If we reflect on what we do, we may modify our actions
in the future. Action without reflection does not
lead to informed, intentional behavior: action fol
lowed by reflection can ensure that anything learned
from the action can be carried forward to the next
situation. (Burnard, 1988, p. 130)
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Affectiye Dimension;
Phose 2
Althouqh coqnitive processes dominate the Clarifica
tign

phose, affective components make on important contri

bution.

Delve et 01. (1990a) suqqested that students beqin

to feel a sense of belonqinq and camaraderie with other
community servers as a consequence of Clarification.

One

method used to triqqer affective meaninq at this phose is
the process of discussion.

Given the opportunity to syn

thesize and articulate that which has been recently experi
enced will elicit questions of personal value.

Levy (1986)

suqqested that processinq on issue of this nature is evi
denced when:
1.
2.
l.
4.
5.
6.

Students are able to identify the ranqe of rela
tive alternatives and move to a choice.
students are able to make a qood case for what
they dislike or hate. It is not adequate to just
make a case for what they love.
students consider choices they have never con
sidered before.
Students have to ·stew· over the issues. Soae
times this is called thinking.
Students coae to the place where they believe
their neiqbbors' reasons for their choices are
very interestinq.
Students consider the underlyinq values. (p. 5)

Empirical investiqation for affective development of
this nature has been addressed in teras of evolvinq self
concept (Astin, 1977; Chickerinq, 1969; Feldman' Newcomb,
1969).

Pascarella (1985) surveyed pre-enrollment charac

teristics for 1ncom1nq underqraduate students and conducted
a follow-up study two years later to determine the vari
ables that would best predict chanqes in Belf-concept.
Results were presented with individuals (I - 5,162) and
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institutions (I - 74) as the unit of analysis.

Although

the predictor set for institutional differences (I-square _
.77, R < .01) was greater than the predictor set for indi
viduals (I-square - .33, R < .01), it was noted that no
single variable had a direct relationship of any practical
significance.

"Rather, as suggested by the present find

ings, the influence of structural factors on student devel
opment may be, at best, modest and indirect, mediated
through activities and interactions with socializing agents
more immediate to the student's experience of college"
(Pascarella, 1985, p. 655).

Implications for service

learning involve peers and faculty serving to integrate the
student as a member of the campus community.
Behayioral Dimension:
Phase 2
Behavioral attributes include exploring new alterna
tives for involvement and participating in a variety of
community service activities.

Successful grasping of this

phase results in personal recognition and

3

sense of accom

plishment (Luthi, 1980), as well .s rewarding and enjoyable
social experiences (Slepitza, 1990).

As a consequence,

"students begin to explore what they can do to make a
difference" (McPherson' Nebgen, 1991, p. 329).
Cognitive Dimension;
Pha.e 2
Although the literature addressed the importance of
structuring reflection a. part of the community service
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experience (Conrad' Hedin, 1990; Levison, 1990; Newmann,
1990; Schultz, 1990), empirical research for the effects of
reflective processing tended to be expressed as an in
creased capacity for reasoning and problem solving
(Brabeck, 1983; Schmidt, 1985; Schmidt , Davison, 1981,
1983; Welfel , Davison, 1986).

Programs structured to

develop these skills parallel the spirit of service
learning to transcend the volunteer experience and engage
in broader social concerns.

Results of one such program

were studied by Tomlinson-Keasey and Eisert (1978).

The

Accent on Developing Abstract Processes of Thought (ADAPT)
program at the University of Nebraska integrated explora
tion, invention and application experiences into six aca
demic programs.

An adaptation of Inhelder and Piaget's

work on formal operations served as the dependent measure
designed to assess the student's capacity to generate
hypothesis, reason, demonstrate an understanding of proba
bility and other cognitive processes.

When compared to a

control group, the ADAPT students scored significantly
higher (t (19) - 3.38, R < .01) on the ability to think
abstractly and deaonstrate increasingly complex reasoningPhase 3:

The Realization
Phase

The Realization phase embraces the initial recognition
that a reciprocal relationship exists between the server
and the individual or community served.

Kolb (1984) ex

pressed this relationship as an interaction that "focuses
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on the transaction between internal characteristics and
external circumstances, between personal knowledge and
social knowledge" (p. 133).

When applied to service

learning, interaction is best described by the process of
reciprocity, "when the server (the student) is educated and
develops a deeper sense of civic responsibility and the
served (individual or comaunity) is empowered" (Delve et
al., 1990b, p. 3).

It represents the progression from

reflecting about the direct experience to conceptualizing
about the impact of future actions.
Affectiye Dimensioni
Phase 3
Hobfoll (1980) studied 61 female undergraduates in a
tutorial program for inner city preschool children.

The

subjects were divided into three groups and pre-and-post
tested to assess change in attitudes toward institutions
and recipients of the service effort.

Results implied that

the volunteer group developed more "favorable attitudes
toward the potency (E (2, 55) - 10.323, R < .001) and sta
bility

(E (2, 55) - 3.958, R

< .05) of the welfare recipi

ents than nonvolunteers, suggesting a more deep-seated
respect for the client population" (Hobfoll, 1980, p. 505).
Behayioral Diaenlion:
Phase 3
Behavioral implications of this phase involve
increased time and interaction with the issue (Delve et
al., 1990a) and "relearch and the ability to

~
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intercQnnections are the kinds of behaviors endemic to
those at the learning stage of abstract conceptualization"
(stewart, 1990, p. 38).

Certainly , this begins to address

the quality of effort reqarded as important for successful
outcomes associated with involvement theory (Astin, 1984).
Individuals processing at this phase are no longer con
cerned with gaining the social approval of peers.

Often

this involves developing new relationships with others Who
share similar values and commitments (Slepitza, 1990).
Westman and Kamoo (1990) studied 89 undergraduate and
graduate students at a large midwestern university.

Learn

ing style was measured by two scales on the Inventory of
Learning Processe. (ILP):

The Deep Processing Scale as

sesses critical evaluation and conceptual organization and
the Elaborative Processing Scale assesses the degree to
which students translate information into their own termi
noloqy.

The second dependent measure was a questionnaire

with two scales, Death I.sues and Real Life Issues.

Con

trolling for age, sex, level of education, grade point and
mAr.ital statu., thinking about Death Issues correlated
significantly with Elaborativu PrQCessing (X - .27,
.05).

~

<

Thinking abstractly about Other Real Life Issues

correlated with Deep Processing (X - .60,
Elaborative Proces.ing (X - .66,

~ <

~

.001).

<

.001) and
Results sug

gested that people use conceptualizing skills selectively,
especially in Real Life Issues such as health, goals in
life, etc. where the conceptualizing can make a difference.
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cognitive pimension;
Phase 3
Whereas students in the ExploratioQ phase prefer the
security of an experience with almost absolute individual
control, students at this level are challenged by activi
ties that require external impositions of time and task
(Khalili , Hood, 1983).

In the study by Khalili and Hood

(1983), the Paragraph Completion Method (PeM) was adminis
tered as the dependent measure for 169 entering freshmen at
the University of Iowa.

The PeM purports to assess concep

tual level as a function of the individual's ability to
interact with his/her environment.

Therefore, a low score

identifies an individual that avoids .xt.rnal imposition
and a high score suggests "interdep..nd.nc. between one's
self and one's environment" (Khalili , Hood, 1983, p. 389).
In the spring of 1981, a total of 101 students from the
initial study were still enrolled and a total of 76 partic
ipated in a re-test of the PCH.

A variety of independent

variables were studied including involvem.nt in co-curricu
lar activiti.s.

Results indicated those students involVed

in co-curricular activities .xperi.nced a significant
chang. in conceptual level (t - 8.69, R < .001).
Phase 4:

Tbe Actiyation
Pbas.

The ActiyatioQ pbase bas a predominant behavioral
influence motivated by the desire for hands-on experience.
Based on prior reflection and abstraction, the individual
is intent on achieving change by practical application.

As
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such, the student moves from the impact of his/her efforts
on the immediate community to becoming an active member of
the larger society (Delve et al., 1990a; Schultz, 1990).
Through a deeper level of commitment and involvement,
students become cognizant of the ability to make a differ
ence as an individual.

Involvement, however, is not simply

"more of the same" - it requires an understanding of the
reciprocal nature of the service effort.

There are crit

ics, however, to promoting involvement of this nature.
Concerns have been expressed associated with giving a false
impression for the underlying cause of the problem
(Abdennur, 1987) and the potential negative impact on those
served.

Illich (1990), in an address to college students

planning to volunteer for service in Latin America, warned
of the dangers of paternalism inherent in the service
effort and the potential impact on the individual or commu
nity served:
All you will do in a Mexican village is create disor
der. At best, you can try to convince Mexican girls
that they should aarry a young aan who is self-made,
rich, a consuaer, and as disrespectful of tradition as
one of you. At worst, in your 'community development'
spirit you aight create just enough problema to get
soaeone shot after your vacation ends and you rush
back to your aiddle class neighborhoods where your
friends aake jokes about ·spics· and ·'wetbacks".
(Illich, 1990, p. 118)
These issues are not liaited to intercultural exchang
es, and tend to permeate all service efforts.

Kendall

(1990) related a similar story about her undergraduate
experience as a tutor in a rural community outside Chapel
Hill, North Carolina:
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When the superintendent invited us to "go back to the
campus where you belong" and reminded us that he
"didn't invite (us) to come teach (his) fifth graders
how to do calculus anyway," I was given the vivid,
firsthand lesson that people must decide what their
own needs are and how those needs will be met. (p. 9)
The issues involved in reciprocal service are not
easily handled without the deep reflection and support that
will ultimately enable the person to understand his or her
role in the service effort.

Although many may not devote

his or her life to the service effort as suggested by this
phase, he/she may begin to understand how to influence a
particular element of the problem that underlies the social
concern.
In an interview conducted by Newman (1987) to honor
students for their commitment to community service, one
student mirrored this approach in her response to a ques
tion about career and lifestyle changes:
For me, even though I didn't change my particular goal
of going to medical school, there are different ap
proaches to it. I don't think that I can stop now. I
didn't realize when I started that it's not so.ething
that's going to be one year in my life. It's going to
be the rest of my life. So my approach may not be to
continue this exact project, but it's going to go on
in another aspect, like setting up a free clinic to
work with the poor. (Newman, 1987, p. 27)
Delve et al. (1990a) suggested that commitment could
also be expressed in terms of frequency and duration.
Schmidt-Posner (1989) found qualitative support for this
during

intervi~ws

with students involved in community

service at Stanford.

However, in this case it was unclear

if the increased frequency and duration of experience was
due to the student's free will or merely a function of the
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internship requirements for juniors and seniors involved in
community service.
Affective Dimension;
Phase 4
Affective adjustments caused by reciprocity may result
in increased sensitivity for the tradition that underlies
diversity difterences, be they cultural, social, racial or
other.

Pyle (1981) studied the impact of an international

service-learning experience on personal and career develop
ment in 25 college students.

The Student Development Task

Inventory (SDTI) was used to measure change by comparing
mean pre-and-post test scores for each of the thirteen
independent subscales used in the study.

Results indicated

significant differences for participants in autonomy devel
opment

(~-

2.6, R < .05), interdependence

.01), mature lite-style plans

total SOTI score

(~-

(~-

(~

- 2.39, R <

2.16, R < .05) and the

2.1, R < .05).

To accompany this

quantitative data, a qualitative analysis of comments
typified students at this level.

One stated, "the trip to

Jamaica did change my lifestyle.

I appreciate the things I

have, which I took for granted • • • " (Pyle, 1981, p. 513)
and another student commented "a couple different career
possibilities have been brought to my attention.

Some type

of mission or Peace Corps type work has become an option"
(Pyle, 1981, p. 513).
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Behayioral Dimension;
Phase 4
Behavioral

implic~tions

allow for action within the

confines of personal and environmental limitations.

Delve

et ale (1990a) suggested that "because stUdents exhibit
their commitments through their appearance, lifestyle, and
verbal and written expression, they might be challenged by
the reactions of their peers" (p. 17).

Although lifestyle

changes may reflect a deeper level of commitment for some,
a more universal behavior may involve a course of action
that is more assimilating in nature.

In support of this, a

study by Erwin and Marcus-Mendoza (1988) studied 438 enter
ing freshmen at a large public university in the southwest.
Several dependent maasures were used including the Action
Control Scale (ACS) which assesses action and state orien
tation.

Action-oriented people are defined as able to

consider alternative plans of action and pursue necessary
decisions to solve problems.

State-oriented people tend to

focus on what has happened in the past or what will happen
in the future without considering the necessary action to
accomplish the task.

Scores on the ACS were correlated

with scores of the Scale of Intellectual Development (SID),
measuring cognitive development along the dimensions of
dualism, relativism, commitment and empathy.

Results

indicated that students who were more state-oriented ware
more dualistic and produced negative correlations with
scales of performance (X - -.42,
-.47,

~

~

< .05), failure (~

< .05) and decision making (X - -.39, Q < .05).
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These same three scales revealed a positive correlation
with action-oriented students' performance
.05), failure

(~-

.41, R < .05).

(~

- .27, R <

.42, R < .05), and decision making

(~

state-oriented students were also more

dualistic whereas action-oriented students were more com
mitted as measured by the SID.
Cognitive pimension;
Phase 4
Although behavioral components dominate the ActiVAtion
phase, there appears to

be

a definite cognitive structure

that undergirds experience and understanding in this phase.
Schmidt-Posner (1989), in discussions with students in
volved in community service activities coordinated by the
Public Service center at Stanford, identified the theme of
Rmaking a difference R as an involvement motive for freshmen
and sophomores.

These motives shifted to "learning about •

" for juniors and seniors.

This parallels the intellec

tual and ethical development proposed by Perry (1968), and
the nature of this shift has been the subj.ct of empirical
investigation.
Pinto and Geig.r (1991) gave 55 und.rgraduate busin.ss
students the Learning-Style Inventory (LSI) (Kolb, 1985) in
the fall semester of the sophomore year and again in the
fall of the junior year to assess changes in learning
style.

Results suggested a lack of confirmation for the

assumptions of sequence and progression in the Experiential
Learning Model and recommended a reanalysis of the theory.
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Although not suggested as such by the authors, this study
provides support for any change in learning style to occur
over a period of time.
In support of this, Hayden and Brown (1985) randomly
selected 116 college students to participate in a study at
a four year liberal arts college.

students as freshmen

took two dependent measures, the LSI and the Learning Style
Questionnaire (LSQ).

The LSQ assesses the influence of

environmental and physioloqical factors on learning.

Of

the original 116, 29 seniors agreed to re-take the instru
ments.

Results suggested that whereas freshmen were heter

oqeneous in their learning approach, seniors preferred
abstract conceptualization and relied leas on reflective
observation. Correlational analysis suggested that Concrete
Elgarience was negatively related to informal class struc
ture

(~

- -.32, R < .01), reluctance to participate

-.28, R < .01) and independent learning
.01).



-.23, R <

Negative relationships were established for Reflec

tiye Observation and class participation
.01).

(~-

(~

(~

- -.43, R <

Actiye Experimentation was significantly correlated

with class participation,

(~-

.23, R < .01) suggesting

that concrete and reflective learners prefer a formal
classroom setting and active learners prefer the opportuni
ty to participate in class discussions.
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Phase 5;

The Internalization
Phase

As defined by the authors of the SLM, "the internal
ization phase describes those few students who fully
integrate their community-service experience into their
lives and, as a result, make lifestyle and career decisions
consistent with the values gained from such experiences"
(Delve et al., 1990a, p. 17).

The authors utilized con

cepts such as integration and consistency as a result of
evolving experience to describe this phase (Delve et al.,
1990a; stewart, 1990), suggesting this phase is different
from the others in both content and process.

As previously

mentioned, because this phase does not meet the criteria of
a different and unique way to experience and understand
what is it to be a responsible citizen, the test instrument
did not assess the existence of this phase.
Personal and Environmental
Influences
Although secondary to the purpose of this study, the
literature does suggest several personal and environmental
influences that have an impact on the community service
experience.

This brief overview will provide the rationale

for questions to be included in the demographic profile.
Institutional Differences
If we accept the premise that a service-learning
experience can foster responsible citizenship, then we must
also allow for the potential effects of institutional
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mission and philosophy to produce similar results.

Because

this study proposes to involve students from the University
of Northern Colorado (UNC) and Colorado state University
(CSU), it will

be

necessary to establish that differences

in institutional mission are not considered to be a source
of error.

Several studies implied that the strongest

differences exist in institutions with a religious mission.
Both UNC and CSU are state-funded, public institutions.
Serow (1989) sent a questionnaire to 2,094 students
enrolled at 12 institutions throughout a southeastern
state.

A further breakdown revealed 1,425 enrolled in-l0.

liberal arts colleges with Protestant affiliations, 514
enrolled at a public university and 155 at a private insti
tution.

The moral climate of each campus was assessed by a

self-report measure for the importance of an institutional
mission with moral or spiritual underpinnings in the final
decision to enroll.

community service commitment was

measured by a forced-choice format concerning the frequency
of participation in off-campus volunteer work.

Controlling

for personal religious commitment, scores for students who
scored low on community service commitment increased as
moral community ratings increased, suggesting that moral
climate may influence participation in community service
2
(X _ 15.2, ~ - 4, R < .01).
In a similar study, Serow and Dreyden (1990) sampled
1,960 students enrolled in 11 institutions of higher educa
tion in a southeastern state.

Three types of institutions
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were involved, including a large public university, six
private colleges with moderate religious affiliations and
four church affiliated colleges.

The dependent measure was

a forced-choice format concerning the frequency of
participation in off-campus volunteer work.

Independent

variables included institutional type, personal values and
involvement in campus activities, among others.

Results

suggested that the type of institution was significantly
associated with the regularity of community service (X

2



29.32, d - 6, Q < .001), with the strongest association in
religious institutions.

For personal values, the relation

ship between service and spiritual fulfillment had a strong
and significant relationship irrespective of institutional
type (X

2

- 64.74,

4 - 3,

Q < .001).

Involvement in groups

that traditionally sponsor helping activities were also
significantly associated with fraternities and sororities
2
(X _ 31.59, d - 3, Q < .001), student government (X 2 
2
27.51, d - 3, Q < .001), and religious groups (X - 48.49,

4 - 3,

Q < .001) at private colleges but not for students

at the public institutions.
Class statuI and
Age pifferences
The assumptions of the SLM acknowledge that more
complex affective, behavior, and cognitive skills may be
learned from interventions structured in the context of a
community service experience.

In the absence of empirical

research to establish a causal link for more complex
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processing skills as a result of service-learning, several
studies implied changes of a similar nature occur as a
function of maturation and education.
In a study by Kitchener and Kinq (1981), 60 subjects
from 3 age and educational levels (hiqh school, undergradu
ate and graduate) were administered the Reflective Judge
ment Instrument (RJI).

The major research question was

whether students reason at different staqes on the reflec
tive judgement model given age and educational differences.
Differences between mean scores across the 3 groups were
significantly different

(~

(2, 54) - 76.44, Q < .001), and

differences were found to exist between all groups using
Tukey's-HSD Procedure

(Q <

.05).

The study concluded that

younger, less educated students tend to justify beliefs
with absolute assumptions, underqraduates tended to view
justification as idiosyncratic and graduate students tended
to examine other points of view and develop conclusions
with reasonable assumptions.
Schmidt (1985) studied the impact of intellectual
development as a function of age, maturation, and educa
tional level.

Three groups of undergraduate students were

used to control for age - traditional freshmen (18 years
old, D - 40), traditional juniors (21 years old, D - 40),
and non-traditional freshmen (21 years old, D - 18).

The

independent variables of age, class, major, and sex were
studied against the dependent measure of the Reflective
Judgement Interview (RJI).

A pre-test in 1979 suggested
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that traditional juniors as a qroup scored niqher than
treshmen, irrespective of aqe ([ (1, 79) - 4.84, Q < .05).
This suqqests that the only difference in juniors and
non-traditional freshmen was educational experience.

A

re-test over 2 years later ot traditional (n - 34) and non
traditional treshmen (n - 11) resulted in a siqniticant
main effect tor class, ([ (1, 45) - 12.14, Q < .05), suq
qestinq that non-traditional treshmen scored hiqher than
the traditional qroup, with no siqniticant main etfects for
major or sex.
In a study related to aqe ditferences, Ginter, Brown,
Scalise, and Ripley (1989) obtained samples of students
trom two different populations:

A larqe state university

and a smaller public university, both in the southern
reqion of the United States.

The dependent measure was a

list of 28 strateqies from which a person was asked to
choose how he/she learns most effectively_

Independent

variables included sex, aqe, and class standinq_

Results

were cateqorized into one of five perceptual learninq
styles includinq print, visual, interaction, split and no
preference.

Analysis suqqested that learninq style was

siqnificantly different with respect to aqe ([ (4, 305) 
2.42, Q < .05) and older students in particular preferred
print (6 - 23.89 years) and split styles (6 - 23.47 years)
to visual learninq styles (6 - 20.46 years).
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Ethnic Differences
Given the chanqinq demoqraphics of the colleqe clien
tele (Garla.nd, 1985; Hodqkinson, 1985), it is necessary to
acknowledqe the potential role cultural differences may
play in community service involvement and phase
preferences.

In a study by Lipton and Garza (1978),

reasons for volunteerinq were compared between Anqlos (D 
89) and Hispanics CD. 54).

The authors devised an Altru

istic-Selfishness Index (ASI) to serve as the dependent
measure with a variety of independent measures studied
includinq number of children, family income, number of
hours per month volunteered, and sex.

Independent vari

ables were regressed into the total ASI score for each
qroup.

A total B-square of .554 was achieved for Anqlos,

with number of cbildren (B-square • .457), number of sib
linqs (B-square • .482) and family income (B-square • .507)
enterinq siqnificantly into the regression equation.
Primary predictor variables for Hispanics included number
of hours per month volunteered (B-square - .284), marital
status (B-square - .352), sex (B-square - .410), and when
combined with several other variables, resulted in a total
B-square of .516.

The findinqs suqqested that differences

exist in antec.edents and motivations for both qroups.
Althouqh this study did not require control of cultural
variables to establish instrument validity or reliability,
ethnic differences warrant inclusion in the descriptive
snapshot of the sample.

t
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Method of peliyerY
Delve et ale (1990a) identified the method of delivery
(direct, indirect, nondirect) as having an impact on the
developmental consequences of the service-learning experi
ence.

However, differences for each method have not been

the target of empirical research.

Discussion with students

involved in community service activities coordinated by the
Public Service Center at Stanford revealed that students
preferred direct experience contacts (Schmidt-Posner,
1989).
Kelly (1974) studied a group of students
Catholic college in rural pennsylvania.

~t

a small

Twenty fresbaen

working as volunteers with retarded children were compared
to a group of fresbaen participating in general on-campus
service projects and a group of fresbaen identified as
uncommitted to any ongoing service effort.

These three

efforts served as the independent variables.

Two dependent

measures were used to assess self-concept, ideal self
perceived concept and ideal of others.

The study demon

strated that stUdents who helped others on a face-to-face
basis underwent greater positive change in self-concept and
other related di. .nsions than did those involved in on
campus service projects.

Even a more draaatic difference

was found to exist between helpers and students who were
not committed to any ongoing service projects.

CHAPTER IV
DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
This chapter will address methods and procedures for
two general areas - research design and test administra
tion.

The research design section will include an overview

of the concept of validity, the Learning-Style Inventory,
psychometric derivation of research objectives, and reli
ability techniques.

The test administration section will

address sample size, selection of subjects, demographic
data, distribution and collection

proc~4ures.

Research Design
Given that the phases of the SLM have not been empiri
cally confirmed, the purpose of the study was classified as
exploratory in nature.

-Exploratory research tends to

study variables and their relationships in order to further
understanding of the phenomena- (Borg' Gall, 1989, p. 32).
In the context of this study, these relationships focused
on comparing responses on the test instrument with respons
es on the Learning-Style Inventory (LSI) (Kolb, 1985).
Correlation is a common statistical method used to estab
lish the strength of the relationship:
The correlational method is used for two major pur
poses: (1) to explore relationships between variables
and (2) to predict scores on a variable from subject's
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scores on other variables. In relationship research
the variables may be measured at the same point in
time or at different points in time. (Borg' Gall,
1989, p. 577).
Glass and Hopkins (1984) defined correlation coeffi
cients in terms of strength and direction.

Strength is

described by the magnitude of the relationship.

"In all

situations the correlation coefficient can have values that
range from -1.0 for a perfect inverse (negative) relation
ship, through

[zero] for no correlation, and up to +1.0

0

for a perfect (positive) relationship" (Glass , Hopkins,
1984, p. 80).

The direction is indicated by whether the

relationship is positive or negative:
When low scores on X are accompanied by low scores on
Y, and high scores on X are accompanied by high scores
on Y, the correlation between X and Y is positive; if
high scores on X are associated with low scores on Y
and vice versa, the correlation is negative. (Glass'
Hopkins, 1984, p. 80).
Several factors can influence the statistical power of
the correlation coefficient including the alpha level of
significance, decision to conduct a one-or-two-tailed test
and sample size.

In some studies, these factors are used

to establish the criteria for accepting or rejecting the
research hypotheses.

However, because of the exploratory

nature of this study, these factors will establish guide
line. for the research objective••
The exploratory nature of the study permitted the
alpha level of significance to be set at .10 (Borg' Gall,
1989).

Although the .05 level of significance is commonly

chosen because of simplicity and convention (Glass ,

•
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Hopkins, 1984), setting tbe level of significance at a
bigber level may identify interesting relationships that
may otberwise be overlooked.
The decision to conduct a one-or-two-tailed test can
also influence statistical power.

"When properly guided by

sound tbeory or previous research, directional tests are
appropriate and more powerful tban nondirectional tests"
(Glass' Hopkins, 1984, p. 303).

For tbe purpose of tbis

study, it was desirable to use a one-tailed test and pre
dict the direction of tbe relationsbip between tbe score on
the test instrument and the Learning-Style Inventory.
Finally, the issue of sample size can influence the
power of the research design.

It has been acknowledged

that statistical power increases with sample size (Borg ,
Gall, 1989; Glass' Hopkins, 1984).

Specific to cor

relational studies, "sampling of 200 or more may be needed
to reflect validity levels ot population data accurately at
least 90' of the time- (crocker' Algina, 1986, p. 226).
However, sample size can be influenced by variables such as
financial and time restrictions and the nature of the study
(Borg' Gall, 1989).

Given these influences, -in correla

tional research it is generally desirable to have a minimum
of 30 cases- (Borg' Gall, 1989, p. 233).
The research design establishes the foundation for a
discussion of validity and the Learning-Style Inventory.
This foundation can then be used to describe the psychomet
ric derivation of the researcb objectives.
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Validity
Althou9h a test can not

be

valid if it is not reliable

(Guilford, 1954; Nunnally, 1978), procedures for establish
in9 validity precede measures of reliability.

Defined as

the de9ree to which the test measures what it purports to
measure (Anastasi, 1988; Bor9 , Gall, 1989), the concept of
validity includes a variety of assessments.

The concepts

of face, content and concurrent validity have direct impli
cations for this study.
Face and Content
VAlidity
Face validity is defined as a perception that the te.t
measures what is purports to measure (Bor9 , Gall, 1989;
Kline, 1986).

It differs fr.om other measures of validity

in that it 1s a more subjective test conducted to verify
that test items are reasonable and appear to reflect the
purpose of the instrument.

Kline (1986) sU9gested that

"face validity bears no relation to true validity and is
important only in
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far as adults will generally not co

operate on tests that lack face validity, re9ardin9 them as
silly and insultin9" (p. 4).
Content validity is distin9Uished from face validity
as the ability to demonstrate that the condition of inclu
siveness has been met (Kline, 1986).

To establish both

face and content validity, the feedback of several individ
uals recognized as experts in service-learnin9 was
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solicited, including the authors of the Service-Learning
Model - Cecelia Delve, Greg Stewart, and Suzanne Mintz.
Concurrent

Validit~

"Concurrent validity refers to the relationship be
tween test scores and criterion measurements made at the
time the test was given" (Crocker' Algina, 1986, p. 224).
In the context of this study, concurrent validity describes
the

relat~onship

between responses on the test instrument

and the Learning-style Inventory (Rolb, 1985).
The Learning-Style
Inventory
The Learning-Style Inventory (LSI) is designed to
assess the learning styles of feeling, watching, thinking
and doing expressed as the learning modes of Concrete
Experience, Reflective Observation, Abstract Conceptualiza

tiAD, and Actiye Experiaantation respectively (Kolb, 1985).
The LSI was revised in 1985 and includes 12 - four- sen
tence completion items from which the subject must rank
order 4 adjective endings in each set.

The test takes

approxiaately 10 ainutes to complete (Learning-Style Inven
tory, 1985).
Although the LSI has been the focus of proaising
research to inVestigate the existence of learning style
preferences, attempts by the LSI to quantify these prefer
ences have produced soaewhat spurious results.

Freedman

and Stumpf (1978) concluded that the intent of the original
LSI had theoretical merit but noted the lack of consistency
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for validity and reliability raised concerns for its
practical utility.
To overcome these criticisms, revisions to the LSI in
1985 included "improvements designed to enhance the scien
tific measurement specifications and the inventory's prac
tical uses in education and counseling" (Learning-Style
Inventory, 1985, p. 1).

A review by Gregg (1989) cautioned

that "no research has been conducted using the LSI since
the middle 1970s.

No research could be located that has

used the revised LSI" (p. 442).

Contrary to this, several

studies were found using the revised format (Katz, 1986:
Sims, Veres, Watson, , Buckner, 1986; Veres, Sims, , Shake,
1987).
One of the priaary concerns for the original LSI was
its inability to consiatently predict learning styles over
time, especially since experiential learning theory implies
that preferences raaain relatively constant (Veres et al.,
1987).

Studies involving the revised LSI suggested im

proved internal consistency and test-retest reliability
(Sims et al., 1986) and support for the circular configura
tion and construct validity proposed by the Experiential
Learning Model (Katz, 1986).
Because the LSI will serve as the criterion to estab
lish concurrent validity for phase preferences in the test
instrument, thia providea an opportunity to address the
need to develop a new instrument when another test haa been
identified to measure similar properties.

Perhaps the beat
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justification is offered by Kline (1986):

"Generally,

concurrent validity is useful in that often there are poor
tests of the same variable which the new test attempts to
improve on. 'In such cases as this, concurrent validity
studies would expect significant but modest correlations"
(pp. 4-5).
The test instrument and the LSI differed in two sig
nificant ways.

First, the test instrument was designed to

assess different ways students experience and understand
what it is to be a responsible citizen as a result of
involvement in community service.

second, items on the

test instrument were more directional in nature and there
fore may be more predictive of overt behavior (Ajzen ,
Fishbein, 1980; Rajecki, 1990).

These differences estab

lish the uniqueness of the test instrument and underscore
its potential to add to existing knowledge as well as
create a springboard from which to generate new research.
As reported in the technical specifications for the
revised LSI (Learning-Style Inventory, 1985), Chronbach's
alpha demonstrated fairly high reliability for the four
phases:

Concrete Experience (X - .82), Reflectiye Obserya

t12n (X - .73), Abstract Conceptualization (X - .83), and
Actiye Experimentation (X - .73, H - 268). Norms for the
revised LSI were based on a sample of 1,446 adults ranging
in age from 18 to 60 with an average attained educational
level of 2 years in college.
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Methods and Procedures for
Investiqatinq Research
Objectives
Research Objective 1;
Final Item Selection
A research objective of this study was to investiqate
the clarity and readability of the items on the ini
tial test instrument. In addition, an item analysis
identified those items that made the qreatest contri
bution to the total score for each phase of the test
instrument. As a result of this objective, each item
on the final test instrument was clear, understand
able, and demonstrated a relationship with the total
score for its respective phase.
The initial test instrument included a variety of
items that reflected the affective, behavioral, and cogni
tive qualities characteristic to each phase of the service
Learninq Model (SLM).

This initial test instrument was

distributed to 30 students enrolled at the University of
Northern Colorado vho represented a cross-section of stu
dents based on aqe and class status.

Feedback concerninq

item clarity and readability vas requested from this qroup
of students.

In addition, an item analysis was

performed

on the test instrument to check the strength of each item
in relation to the total score for its respective phase.
For example, each item written to elicit an affective,
behavioral or cognitive quality of the Exploration phase
vas correlated vith the total score for the Exploration
phase.

As a result, each item on the final test instrument

vas clear, understandable, and demonstrated a relationship
vith the total score of its respective phase.
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Research Objective 2; Establishing
Concurrent validity
A research objective of this study was to investigate
the validity of the test ite~A by correlating the test
instrument with the Learning-Style Inventory (Kolb,
1985).

Each phase of the SLM reflects different ways to
experience and understand what it is to be a responsible
citizen.

As proposed, each phase is influenced by multidi

mensional qualities of thinking, feeling, and behavior.
The three qualities in combination reflect the phase pref
erence better than any single quality.

Therefore, respons

es to affective, behavioral, and cognitive items were com
bined to achieve a total score for each phase.
After the item analysis for the initial test items was
completed, a second analysis was performed to correlate the
total phase scores of the test instrument with the appro
priate total scores for each learning mode on the LSI.

For

example, the total Exploration score on the test instrument
was correlated with the total Concrete Experience score.

A

one-tailed test and a .10 alpha level of significance was
the criteria used to describe the relationship between the
test instrument and the LSI.
Reliability
It has been noted that a test can not be valid if it
is not reliable (Guilford, 1954; Nunnally, 1978).

Several

factors can influence the reliability of a test, including
number of items and response sets.

A brief discussion of

each will establish parameters for the test instrument.
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It has been established that the number of items on a
test will influence reliability (Helmstadter, 1964; Xline,
1986).

Similar to psychometric sampling principles, reli

ability increases with test length, and there is a point of
diminishing return.

When conditions of item homogeneity

are satisfied, even a small number of items will yield
moderate reliability (Nunnally, 1978).

With this as a

guideline, Xline (1986) stated that "twenty items is usual
ly sufficient for reliability" (p. 12).
The tendency for subjects to agree with items on a
test can create a response set which also serves as a
source of error (Guilford, 1954; Kline, 1986).

This is

especially relevant given the socially desirable nature of
community service activities.

Several steps were taken to

decrease the likelihood of response sets such as avoiding
items that are ambiquous and absolute (Kline, 1986) and
writing items targeted toward a specific behavior
(Guilford, 1954).

Satisfying the qualities of

directionality and

t~~geting

helped to control for the

tendency to acquiesce.
Internal Consistency
There are two predominant methods for determining
internal reliability.

The first is to correlate the scores

from two administrations of the same test (called test
retest reliability), yielding coefficients of equivalence
and stability.

While this type of reliability test is

necessary to instill confidence in the consistency of test
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results over time, it did not lend itself to the proposed
study.

The second method determines internal reliability

with a single test administration and was proposed as the
procedure to establish internal reliability for each phase
of the test instrument.
According to Crocker and Algina (1986), there are two
common methods for establishing internal reliability for a
single test administration.

The first is a split-half

method where a random matching of similar test items re
sults in two half-tests.

While this is a common method of

assessing internal reliability, the statistic assumes that
each half consists of parallel items.

This in itself is a

source of error because the procedure does not yield a
unique estimate of the reliability.

The second is a sta

tistical measure termed coefficient alpha which does yield
a unique estimate of reliability.
Research Objectiye 3; Establishing
Internal Reliability
A research objective of this study vas to investigate
the internal reliability for each phase of the test
instrument by computing a coefficient of internal
consistency obtained from a single test administra
tion.
The second method of assessing internal reliability is
accomplished by achieving a unique estimate of a single
administration of a test called coefficient alpha, and is
nov recognized as a favorable measure in relation to tradi
tional split-half methods (Crocker' Algina, 1986).

High

alpha coefficients will suggest that the phase has a strong
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internal reliability and will lend support for the level of
confidence we can assign to the scores when interpreting
the instrument.

Low alpha coefficients will imply that

dimensional subscales do not combine to predict total phase
scores wita any degree of confidence.

In this case, item

revision may be required and caution advised when inter
preting the test instrument.

According to Anastasi (1988),

coefficients ranging from the .80s into the .90s are gener
ally desirable for establishing internal consistency.
Test Administration
Test administration includes the methods and proce
dures for determining sample size and subject selection.
In addition, this section will address the demographic data
to ,be analyzed, distribution and collection procedures.
Sample Size
A total of 300 test packets were distributed, and a
minimum of 120 completed test packets were required for the
final sample.

A test packet included the test instrument,

Learning-Style Inventory and demographic profile.

This

return rate is low because of Ca) the criteria to determine
usable tests and Cb) the minimum number of subjects desired
in each phase of the test instrument and Learning-Style
Inventory CLSI).
Subjects were encouraged to check their work to ensure
all questions in the test packet were answered.

Research

assistants were requested to monitor this important
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condition.

The anonymity allowed by the test

administration procedures precluded any follow-up contact
to recover incomplete information.
Once the tests were scored, a further analysis of the
test instrument and the LSI was conducted to verify that
each phase was represented.

Furthermore, it was desirable

to have approximately the same number of subjects in each
phase.

Failinq to achieve representation in each phase, a

reasonable number ot additional test packets were adminis
tered in an attempt to satisfy this condition.
Selection of Subjects
One of the primary objectives of subject selection was
to solicit participation from a cross-section of community
service experiences concerning trequency, duration, method
of delivery and commitment.

Crocker and Algina (1986)

recommended a heterogeneous sample to increase reliability
estimates.

Likewise, ditterences ot this nature helped to

distinguish between the ditterent phases ot the Service
Learning Model (SLM) (Delve et al., 1990a).
One hundred fifty students residing in the residence
halls at the university ot Northern Colorado (ONC) were
randomly selected to participate.

Resident Assistants

served as research assistants to distribute and collect the
test packets.

Although this means that all subjects at ONC

resided in on-campus housing and therefore may inhibit the
ability to generalize results, personalizing the
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distribution process and increasing the return rate were
anticipated to be the major benefits of this approach.
In addition, 150 students at Colorado State university
(CSU) who either participated in one of the 6 community
service programs coordinated by the Office of Community
Service, lived on a community service special interest
floor in the residence halls, or enrolled in a service
learning course taught by Victoria Keller were selected to
participate.

Program coordinators served as research

assistants to distribute and collect the test packets.
Because there was not a complete list of all students
participating in programs coordinated by the Office of
community services, the selection procedures were not
random.
Demographic Data
Although the purpose of this study was to establish
baseline reliability and validity for the test instrument,
subjects were also requested to complete a demographic
profile (Appendix G).

A variety of personal and environ

mental variables which may influence response tendencies
were included in the profile, including class status,
frequency and duration of involvement, and method of deliv
eq.

In addition, several of these variables were used as
selection criteria for usable test packets.

All demograph

ic responses referred to experiences over the prior
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academic year, thus providing a finite period of time from
which to frame the response.
Selection criteria to Determine
Usable Instruments
Instruments with the following responses were discard
ed from the final analysis:
Age

D

COyer 25).

To control for differences between

traditional and non-traditional learners, all instruments
completed by subjects over 25 were not included in the
final sample.

Twenty-five years of age was used as the

cutoff because it reflects the break between traditional
and non-traditional as defined at each institution.

Stu

dents from 18-24 reflect the age range for traditional
undergraduates as defined in student development literature
(Chickering, 1969).
Enrollment Status - (9 credits or less).

Given that a

part-time student status implies obligations that may
prohibit involvement in community service activities, only
full-time students as defined by the institution were
included in the final analysis.
Student Class Status - (Other).

The study was limited

to undergraduate college students.
Each of the following demographic variables have been
summarized in a descriptive manner:
Sex - (M. F).

The literature suggested that more

females than males participate in community service activi
ties (Schindler-Rainman , Lippitt, 1975; Serow, 1990), and
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females process experience differently than males
(Gilliqan, 1982).
Age - (17-19. 20-21. 22-23. 24-25) and Class Status 
(Freshman. Sophomore. Junior, Senior),

The literature

suqqested that intellectual (Perry, 1968) and psychosocial
(chickerinq, 1969) processinq is influenced by aqe and
educational level.

A breakdown by freshmen, sophomore,

junior, and senior has limitations because a freshman may
have the benefit of maturational experience beyond one
year.

Therefore, inferences for student class status

required cautious interpretation.
Institution - (CSU. UNC).

Althouqh the literature

suqqeated that reliqious institutions may influence re
sponse tendencies (McLauqhlin , Smart, 1987; Serow, 1989),
both ONe and CSU are state funded, public institutions and
the level of moral commitment was not perceived as a source
of variance.
Self Report Inyolyement Frequency (in hours per week)
- (0. 1. 2. 3. more than 3).

Students were asked to self

report their frequency of involvement in community service
activities over the prior year.

Frequency of involvement

has been identified as havinq the potential to influence
the way students experience and understand what it is to be
a responsible citizen (Delve et al., 1990a; Schmidt-Posner,
1989).
Duration (in number of contacts oyer prior year) - 0,
1-2. 3-4, 5 or more).

Duration in combination with
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frequency will better describe the effort and quality of
involvement.

According to Delve et al, (1990a) the way

students experience and understand what it is to be a
responsible citizen can be a function of the level of
commitment the student has demonstrated with a specific
activity over a period of time.
Mlthad of pelivery. (pirect· CP), NonDirlct • (NO),
Indirect - (10), Does Not Apply - (DNA».

According to

Delve et ale (1990a) the method of delivery may influence
interpretation of the instrument.

Although descriptions

for each type of setting are general in nature, the

meth~

of delivery may help to descriptively explain differences
for how students experience and understand what it is to be
a responsible citizen

(X~lly,

1974).

Etbnicity - (White - (M), African American -

(AA),

Hispanic - (H). American Indian - (AI), Asian - CAl, Other
- rOll.

Differences in antecedents and motivations have

been suggested to exist between ethnic groups and may
influence involvement in community service activities
(Lipton' Garza, 1978).

Because the ethnic mix at both

institutions is weighted in favor of white students, a
large sample si"e was not anticipated for the other ethnic
groups.

Theretore, any assumptions based on ethnicity will

be suspect.
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Distribution and Collection
Procedures
It was proposed to administer the test packets in
April, 1992.

This would allow second semester freshmen the

benefit of almost a full year of community service experi
ence and enable students to reference the prior year to
gauge their frequency and duration of involvement.

Resi

dent Directors and Resident As&istants received instruc
tions and were encouraged to participate in the distribu
tion and collection of test packets in a memorandum from
the Director of Residence Life at UNC (Appendix Nand
Appendix 0, respectively).
A letter of transmittal for UNC subjects (Appendix P)
and a subject Information Sheet for CSU subjects (Appendix
L) introduced the study and included instructions for con
tacting the researcher if the subject desired to receive
the results of the study.

Although the items on the test

instrument, Learning-Style Inventory (LSI) and demographic
protile were not threatening, participants were intormed
that anonymity would be maintained.

Subjects were not

asked to identity themselves and responses were presented
as a group, thereby further assuring the confidentiality of
the subjects.

Subjects from UNC and CSU were asked to read

and sign a subject consent torm prior to participating in
the study (Appendix M and Appendix K, respectively).
Subjects were requested to complete the LSI, test
instrument and the demographic profile.

The directions

instructed subjects to record responses directly on the
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forms provided for each test.

Response forms for the LSI

were provided to conform with copyright requirements.
Separate forms were provided for the test instrument and
demoqraphic profile.

All tests were stapled together and

numbered so that matching could occur if the tests became
separated.

Subjects were encouraged to check their work to

ensure all questions were answered and research assistants
were requested to verify this important condition.

one

week after test packets were distributed, a follow-up
letter was sent to subjects at ONC as a thank you and
reminder to return the materials to their Resident Assis
tant (Appendix Q).

Subjects at csu received a personal

reminder from their Program Coordinator.
After these tests were collected, the investigator
manually transfered responses onto a computer scanning form
to automate data analysis.

Responses for the test instru

ment, LSI and demographic profile transfered directly to
the scanning fora.
The rationale for distribution and collection proce
dures was three-fold.

First, research assistants from

residence life and the Office of community Service allowed
for predictable distribution and collection of the test
packets, and helped to generate confidence in the study as
legitimate research.

Second, the assumptions of the

service-I.earning Model (SLM) (Delve et al., 1990a) suggest
ed that service-learning activities facilitate experiencing
and understanding what it is to be a responsible citizen.
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Because the University of Northern Colorado does not have a
centralized office that promotes and coordinates service
learning activities, the subject pool from a service
learning program is essential to evaluate the different
phases reflected in the SLM.

And third, some of the phases

of the SLM involve activities inherent in traditional (no
structured service-learning experiences) or non-existent
(no formal network for promoting or coordinating experienc
es) community service programs such as is found at ONC.
The Office of Community
Service at CSU
The Office of Community Service at Colorado state
University coordinates activities that invite participation
in the spectrum of service experiences.

This includes

indirect experience - defined as void of contact with an
agency or client (such as participating in a canned food
drive on-campus, yet establishing the element of off-campus
destination to satisfy the selection criteria for usable
instruments), nondirect experience - defined as an on-site
experience but no direct client contact (such as clerical
work in a United Way agency) and direct - defined as "face
to face interaction with the service population either at
the service site or in another setting" (Delve et al.,
1990a, p. 11).

Because in each case students self-select

the type of exposure in which to participate, random selec
tion or assignment is not possible.

Although direct expe

riences are more conducive to service-learning activities,
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it is possible to coordinate experiences for qroups of
students at each level of exposure.
The cooperation of the Director and proqraa coordina
tors of the Office of Coaaunity Service at CSu was critical
in order to achieve the desired distribution and collection
objectives.

Permission to involve students participatinq

in activities coordinated by the Office of Coaaunity Ser
vice was provided by the Director (Appendix J).

All pro

qraa coordinators are trained by the Prograa Director.
Traininq involves all aspects of volunteer aanaqeaent
includinq coordinatinq and adainisterinq service-learninq.
activities.

Althouqh the researcher attended soae of these

traininq sessions to qain perspective concerninq the scope
and content of the traininq, there was no attempt to aanip
ulate the content or structure of service-learninq activi
ties.

CHAPTER V

RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to construct a test
instrument in order to investigate the existence of phases
as proposed by the Service-Learning Model (SLM) (Oelve et
al., 1990a).

After the new test instrument was developed,

baseline validity and reliability was established.

Concur

rent validity was established by correlating the phase
scores of the new test instrument with the phase scores of
the Learning-Style Inventory (LSI) (Rolb, 1985).

Internal

reliability was established for each phase of the new test
instrument by correlating each item with the total score
for its respective phase.
This chapter is divided into four sections.
data for Research Objective 1 will be presented.

First,
This will

include (a) how the items for the test instrument were
selected, (b) the scoring format for the test instrument,
and (c) the interpretation of test scores.
The second section will present a profile of the
subjects that will be used when discussing the results for
Research Objectives 2 and J.

The predominant focus of this

section is a descriptive presentation of demographic infor
mation from the demographic profile (Appendix G).
a summary of mean scores for each phase of the test

However,
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instrument and Learning-Style Inventory (Ko1b, 1985) will
also be presented.

In addition, a matrix correlating each

phase of the test instrument with all of the other phases
and total score of the test instrument will be presented.
The third section will present the data for Research
Objectives 2 and 3.

Correlating each phase of the test

instrument with the corresponding phase of the LSI will
produce a statement of concurrent validity necessary to
satisfy the requirements for Research Objective 2.

Corre

lation coefficients for each item when correlated with its
respective phase score were calculated to demonstrate the
strength of the relationship.

In addition, correlating

each item of the test instrument with the total score for
its respective phase vill produce a statement of internal
reliability necessary to satisfy the requirements for
Research Objective 3.
The fourth section will present post-hoc tests.

These

tests vere perforaed in order to supplement the statement
of concurrent validity and internal reliability provided by
Research Objectives 2 and 3.
R~search

Objective 1

The first research objective ot this study stated:
A research objective of this study vas to investigate
the clarity and readability of the items on the ini
tial test instrument. In addition, an item analysis
identified those items that made the greatest con
tribution to the total score for each phase of the
test instrument. As a result of this objective, each
item on the final test instrument was clear, under
standable, and demonstrated a correlation with its
respective phase.
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Permission to use the Service-Learninq Hodel in this
study was received from Cecilia Delve (Appendix C).

To

establish face validity for issues of clarity and readabil
ity, service-learninq experts were asked to provide feed
back on items identified in the literature review as appro
priate for the test instrument.

A draft instrument of 98

items was sent to the J authors of the SerVice-Learninq
Hodel.

Two of the authors provided feedback of this na

ture.

As a result, items were revised and, at the suqqes

tion of the service-learninq experts, a Likert scale (a 5
point continuum ranqinq from Stronqly Aqree to Stronqly
Disaqree) was chosen as the scorinq format.
A draft of the revised test instrument vas aqain sent
to the three authors of the Service-Learninq Hodel.

The

revised test instrument vas distributed to 30 students, all
of whom were enrolled either at the University of Northern
Colorado or Colorado state University in the Sprinq of
1992.

Students fro. UNC were identified based on a cross

section of aqe and class status.

Students at CSU vere all

prograa coordinators vith the Office of co. .unity Service.
Written feedback vas requested for each item concerninq
clarity and understandability.
ments vere returned.

A total of 20 test instru

As a result of this feedback, a final

instrument was constructed (Appendix B).
After the final instrument vas constructed and scorinq
format finalized, items were placed in phases based on
theory and the literature review.

Each phase consisted of
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12 items.

Items were written so that each of the phases

had four affective iteas, four behavioral iteas, and four
cognitive items representative of that phase.

The Likert

scale allowed subjects to respond to the deqree to which
they agreed or disagreed with the item.
By design, higher phase scores indicated that the
subject utilized the affective, behavioral, and coqnitive
qualities representative of that phase to experience and
understand what it is to be a responsible citizen.
ingly, lower

pha~e

Accord

scores indicated that the subject may

utilize some of the qualities representative of that phase,
however he/she tends to prefer other ways to experience and
understand what it is to be a responsible citizen.

There

fore, most items were written so that when subjects aqreed
with the statement, it would be scored with a higher score
than if the subjects disaqreed with the statement.

For

example, "I am unsure how I can best help others" is an
item that reflects an affective way of experiencing what it
is to be a responsible citizen representative of Phase 1.
If a subject disagrees with this statement, this would
suggest a feeling of confidence for how to best help oth
ers.
According, to theory and the literature review, an
affective response such as the above example does not
reflect a Phase 1 way to experience what it is to be a
responsible citizen.

Therefore, a response of "Stronqly

Disaqree" would receive one point.

If a subject agrees
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with this statement, this would indicate that he/she is
unsure how to best help others.

This feeling has been

identified as an affective way to experience what it is to
be a responsible citizen for Phase 1, and a response of
"Strongly Agree" would be scored with five points.
sponses of "Disagree", "Neutral" and "Agree" would

Re
be

scored with two, three, and four, respectively.
Most of the items on the test were scored in this

,

manner,' however several items in Phase 1 were scored in
reverse.

According to theory and the literature review,

disagreeing with item 1 ("I am comfortable helping others I
do not know"), item 11 ("I am aware of different group.
and/or individuals in the local community that need help"),
and item 24 ("I often help others I do not know") would be
reflective of a Phase 1 response.

Therefore, these items

were scored in reverse ("Strongly Disagree" - 5 points,
"Strongly Agree" - 1 point).

Items in the other phases

were not subject to reversal.
Iteas were then categorized by phase.

Table 1 dis

plays items according to each phase and identifies the
number corresponding to the number of the item as it ap
pears on the test instrument (Appendix H), and the affec
tive, behavioral, or cognitive nature of the item.
To achieve a total phase score, after each item is
scored all scores for items in that phase are added togeth
er.

Accordingly, a score of 12 is the lowest possible

score for anyone phase and a score of 60 is the highest

Table I
Items Categoriz.d by Phase with the Corresponding Affectiye, Behayioral, or
Cognitiye Nature of the Itea Identified

Item I

Phase
Affectiv. (A)
Behavioral (8)
Cognitive (C)

Question

17

1A
1A
1A
1A

I aa comfortable helping others I do not know
I aa unsure how I can best help others
I help others because it aakes me feel good
I help others because I feel sorry for thoae less
fortunate than .e

16

18

24
33
45

18
1B
1B

Activitiea that involve helping others provide an
opportunity for me to socialize with my friends
I often help others I do not know
I help others only when I am aaked
I help othera only when it is required (class, etc.)

2
11

IC
1C

29
39

1C
1C

23

2A

34

2A

1
7
14

I am unsure how I can best help others
I am aware of different groups andlor individuals in
the local coaaunity that need help
I help othera in order to learn about myaelf
There is a right and a wrong way to help people over
coae aocial laauea and concerna
I feel a aenae of belonging when workin9 with other
volunteera
I feel a commit.ent to other volunteers I work with

-

....
o
....

Table 1 (continued)

Item I

Phase
Affective (A)
Behavioral (B)
Cognitive eC)

36

2A

42

2A

4

2B

12

2B

27

2B

44

2B

9

2C

30

2C

32

2C

40

2C

B

3A

Question
I am more comfortable helping others when a group of
volunteers are involved
It is important for me to feel accepted by other
volunteers I work with
I participate in several different activities designed
to help others
I prefer short-term (one time) commitments when help
ing others
I help others because of the recognition I receive
from my peers
I belong to a group or organization that expects
me.bers to be involved with activities designed to
help others
There are many ways to help people overcome social
issues and concerns
I believe a group of volunteers can have a greater
impact than a single individual in meeting the needs
of others
I find it difficult to limit my helping to just one
activity or organization
I value the prestige associated with being a member of
a group involved with helping activities
I enjoy forming relationships with those I help

~

0
N

TobIe 1 (continued)

Item #

Phase
Affective (A)
Behavioral (B)
coqnitive (C)

19

3A

41

3A

47

3A

3

3B

5

3B

18

3B

38

3B

6

3C

15
35

lC
lC

46

3C

Question
I have a qenuine desire to learn about the needs of
those I help
I feel I have .ade a difference in the lives of those
I have helped
I feel co. .itted to helpinq others overcome social
issues and concerns
I prefer direct (face to face) contact with those I
help
I have identified issues in community which have
influenced my commit.ent to helping others
Most of my tille helpinq others is spend with a specif
ic issue OR concern
I so.eti.es qet too "caught up" in the personal
problems of those i help
I believe it is important to receive frequent feedback
from staff or a supervisor reqarding my helping
efforts
I understand the needs of those I help
Helpinq others will have a positive impact on my
quality of life.
I often think about how .y involvement will impact
those I help

~

o

w

-

Table 1 (continued)

Item I

Phase
Affective CA)
Behavioral (B)
Cognitive CC)

13

4A

25
28
31

4A
4A
4A

20
22
26

4B
4B
4B

48

4B

10
21

4C
4C

37

4C
4C

43

Question
I someti.es feel isolated because my friends don't
share .Y cOmBitment to helping others
I feel a lifelong commitment to helping others
I feel an inner sense of justice when helping others
I enjoy frequent contact with those I help
I enjoy teaching volunteers how to help others
I enjoy organizing activities designed to help others
I preter long tera commitments (one semester or lon
ger) when helping others
I have acted as an advocate for those I help
Others depend on my help on a consistent basis
I have made career decisions based on my experience
with helping others
Helping others has influenced the way I live my lite
So.e of the people I help are victims of unfair laws
or government regulations

...o
....
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score possible.

High and low scores are relative according

to the total score for the other phases of the test instru
ment.

A comparison of phase scores would then identify the

affective, behavioral, and cognitive combinations that the
student uses to experience and understand what it is to be
a responsible citizen.
Although the items have been written and placed in
phases according to theory and the literature review, all
of the items have an underlying quality of how students
experience and understand what it is to be a responsible
citizen.

It may therefore be possible to score "high" or

"low" in more than one phase.

Problema of this nature will

create challenges when interpreting test scores, and will
be addressed in the reco. . .ndations section of Chapter VI.
These scoring procedures invite a brief discussion for
how to interpret test scores.

For the most part, this

interpretation is based in the combination of affective,
behavioral, and cognitive items unique to each phase of the
test instrument.

Although not absolute, this interpreta

tion does reflect the four different ways to experience and
understand what it is to be a responsible citizen as iden
tified by the Service-Learning Model (Delve, stewart, ,
Mintz, 1990a).
Phase

Ii

Exploration.

A high Phase 1 score reflects

the affective nature of apprehension and questioning common
in new experiences.

Subjects are unsure how to best help

others and tend to get involved because of the
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self-satisfaction associated with helping others.
Voluntarily helping others is not a common way to experi
ence what it is to be a responsible citizen, and in cases
when helping occurs, the commitment is short term (one
time) and is usually at the convenience of the helper.
Coqnitively, a high phase score reflects a greater desire
to learn about oneself.

Because of the lack of previous

exposure to community service, there may not be an aware
ness of the variety of individuals and organizations in the
community that need help.
Phase 2;

Clarification.

Items in the Clarification

phase were written to elicit a preference for participating
in a group as another way to experience what it is to be a
responsible citizen.

A high score for this phase would

imply the person is more comfortable helping others when
working in a group.

Recognition by peers is a common

behavioral motivation.

A variety of short-term commitments

is the preferred way to
responsible citizen.

experience what it is to be a

Understanding what it is to be a

responsible citizen is achieved by experiencing that there
are a variety of ways to help people overcome social issues
and concerns.

It is believed that the greatest impact on

others can be best achieVed by a group of volunteers.
phase 3;

Realization.

Items written for the Bealiza

ti2n phase focus on the reciprocal nature of experiencing
and understanding what it is to be a responsible citizen.
A feeling of making a difference in the lives of others and
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a desire to learn about the needs of the individual or
community served dominates the affective qualities of this
phase.

Behaviorally, there 1s a tendency to move away from

self-satisfaction as a reason to get involved.

Especially

as the individual begins to spend more time with a specific
issue or concern, direct (face-to-face) interaction pro
vides the stUdent with insights into the needs of the
individual or community served.

The reciprocal nature of

the phase provides the helper with a deeper understanding
of how to empower others to help themselves.
Phase 4;

Actiyation.

A high score for the Actiyation

phase reflects a feeling of lifelong commitment

an~

fre

quent contact with the individual or community served.
Behaviorally the subject may take an active role in helping
other volunteers experience and understand what it is to be
a responsible citizen.

The deeper commitment to those

served parallels a personal investment in long term commit
ments.

Cognitively, the subject begins to make career and

lifestyle decisions baued on the service experience as a
way to understand what it is to be a responsible citizen.
Subjects
Before presenting the results for Research Objectives
2 and 3, it will be helpful to describe the subjects in the
study.

A total of JOO test packets were distributed - 150

at Colorado State University (CSU) and 150 at the Universi
ty of Northern Colorado (ONC).

A follow-up letter was sent

to ONC students one week after the administration to thank
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subjQcts for participating and remind them to return the
test packet if they had not done so already (Appendix Q).
Program Coordinators followed-up with subjects at CSU by
personally encouraging subjects to return the test packets.
Out of the test packets distributed, a total of 166
were returned.

After test packets were screened for age,

student status and enrollment status according to the
criteria outlined in Chapter IV, a total of 135 were re
tained for the final sample.

One of the test packets had

missing data in Phase 1 of the test instrument, therefore
the correlations and post-hoc tests were run with H - 134.
Out of the 150 distributed at CSU, a total of 87 were
returned.

Twenty-two of the test packets were screened

from the final sample because 11 indicated an age of 25 or
older, 4 indicated student status as "other", 7 indicated
taking nine credits or less, and 2 did not complete the
demographic profile.

There were also a variety of test

packets with incomplete or missing information.

For exam

ple, one subject did not complete the Learning-Style Inven
tory (LSI), one subject completed the LSI incorrectly, and
one had missing data for the selection criteria in the
demographic profile.
responses.)

(Totals exceed 22 because of multiple

Therefore, a total of 65 test packets (48' of

the final sample) were retained for CSU.
out of the 150 distributed at UNC, a total of 79 were
returned.

Nine of the test packets were screened from the

final sample.

Five subjects did not complete the LSI
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correctly, three did not complete the LSI and one did not
complete the demographic profile.

Therefore, a total of 70

test packets (52' of the final sample) were retained from
UNC.

Demographic data for each subject was collected from
responses to the Demographic Profile (Appendix G).

De

scriptive presentation of the demographic data is presented
in two profiles - a personal profile featuring variables of
age, class status, gender, and ethnic origin, and a helping
profile, feature variables of frequency, duration and
method of helping others.
Table 2 provides a snapshot of the personal profile
for subjects in the study.

Each variable of the profile

viII be presented according to the frequency and percentage
of subjects in the total sample.

This viII be folloved by

a description of these variables according to each college
in order to provide a more detailed summary of the subjects
in the study.
Subjects under the age of 17 and over 25 were screened
from the final s. .ple.

A profile of subjects according to

age reveals the majority vere 18-19 years of age (48.1' of
the total sample).

The 24-25 age category had the least

number of subjects (3.7').
Further analysis revealed the majority of subjects
from CSU were older.
jects from

esu

A total of 25 or 38.5' of the sub

vere between the ages of 20-21 and a total

of 22 or 33.8' of the subjects were from 22-23.

This is

•
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Table 2
Response Fregyencies and Percentages for Personal Profile
of Subjects Including College. Age. Class Status. Gender,
And Ethnicity cAtegorized

by

CSU. UNCI and Total

CSU
Parameter

n

School

65

18-19
20-21
22-23
24-25

15
25

n

n

48.1

70

50
16
2

3

23.1
38.5
33.8
4.6

13
10
10
32

20.0
15.4
15.4
49.2

50
12

16
49

o

22

TOTAL

ONC

51.9

135

100

71.4
22.9
2.9
2.9

65
41
24
5

48.1
30.4
17.8
3.7

63

2

71.4
17.1
8.6
2.9

16
34

46.7
16.3
11.9
25.2

24.6
75.4

27
43

38.6
61.4

43
92

31.9
68.1

0.0
4.6
3.1
1.5
90.8
0.0

o

o

0.0
3.0
3.7
1.5
88.8
3.0

2

Closs Status
FrestuDen
Sopho.ore
Junior
Senior

6

22

Gender
Hale
Fe.ale
Ethnicity
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native Aller.
caucasian
Do Not Wish
To Provide

3

2
1

59

o

1

3
1
61
4

0.0
1.4
4.3
1.4
87.1
5.8

4
5
2

120
4
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dramatically different from UNC, where a total of 50 or
71.4t of the students ranged from 18-19.

Subjects that were not undergraduate class status were
screened from the study.

For the total sample, the majori

ty of the subjects were freshmen (46.7t,.

Seniors (25.2t"

sophomores (16.3t), and juniors (11.9t, represented the
other categories of class status in the total sample.
Again there was a noticeable difference in class
status between the two colleges.

The majority (49.2t) of

subjects from CSU were seniors.

The class status profile

for ONC was almost the opposite, with 71.4' freshmen

do~i

nating the profile and only 2.9t were seniors.
A total of 43 or 31.9t of the subjects in the study
were male and 92 or 68.1' of the subjects were female.
The gender percentages for the total sample parallels
the breakdown for gender when categorized by college, with
males accounting for 24.6' and females accounting for 7S.4t
of the sample for CSU.

The gender profile revealed 38.6'

were male and 61.4t were female of the sample retained for
ONC.
Over 88t of the total sample was caucasian/White (not
of Hispanic origin), with the other ethnic categories
receiving a much lower percentage of the total sample
(Black, not of Hispanic origin, ot), Hispanic, 3t,
Asian/Pacific Islander, 3.7t and Native American Indian,
1.5').

Four of the subjects did not wish to disclose this

information.
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The ethnic breakdown for each college was similar to
the percentage for the total sample, with 90.8' of the
subjects from CSU and 87.1' of the subjects from ONC indi
cating an Caucasian/White ethnic origin.
Helping Profile
The helping profile provide. another demographic
snapshot of subjects involved in the study.

Using the

helping activity that required the most of the student's
time as a reference, the Demographic Profile (Appendix G)
requested each subject to self-report his/her level of
involvement in helping activities.

Table 3 displays the

helping profile of frequency, duration and method of in
volvement for subjects in the final sample.
The majority (36.3') of the students in the final
sample were involved in helping activities over 3 hours per
week.

Only 10 or 7.4' of the subjects indicated they did

not spend any time helping others over the course of the
prior academic year.
Re.ponses to this question were very different between
the two colleges.

The majority (52.3') of the students

from CSU indicated involvement over l hours per week.

only

one subject fro. CSU indicated that he/she did not spend
any time helping others over the course of the prior year.
The response percentages for UNC subjects ranged from "9-16
contacts" per week (27.1') to "none" (12.9'), and the re
sponses were more evenly dispersed over the possible
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Table 3
Response Frequencies and Percentages for the Helping
Profile gf Subject. Including Frequency. Duratign. and
Method gf Inyolyement categgrized by CSU. UNC. and Total
CSU
Parameter
Frequency;
None

Over 3
Total

n

n

Number gt Times/Week
1.5
10.8
18.5
16.9
52.3

9
17
19
10
15
70

12.9
24.3
27.1
1.4.3
21.4

10
24
31
21
49
135

7.4
17.8
23.0
15.6
36.3

15
36
7
11
69

21.7
52.2
10.1
15.9

16
54
16
47
134

11.9
40.0
11.9
34.8

8
1
0
11
70

82.9
1.4
0.0
15.7

118
4
1
12
135

87.4
3.0
0.7
8.9

Nymber of Contacts/Years·

Duratign;
None

1
18
9
37
65

1-8
9-16

Over 17
Total
Method:

n

1
7
12
11
34
65

1
2
3

TOTAL

ONC

1.5
27.7
13.8
56.9

Method at Contact:

Direct
Non-Direct
Indirect
None/DNA
Total

60
3
1
1
65

92.3
4.6
1.5
1.5

*1W.tA: Totals at less than 135 represent incomplete or
mi.8in9 data
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choices when compared to self-report frequencies for

esu

subjects.
The duration of the'helping experience was represented
by the number of contacts with the individual or community
served over the prior academic year.

Forty-seven or 34.8'

of the total sample reported "17 or more contacts".

The

response trends for "no contacts" and "9-16 contacts"
options each had 11.9' of the total sample.
As with many of the previous variables, there was a
difference in response sets between the two colleges.
majority (56.9') of the subjects at

The

esu reported "17 or

more" contacts with the individual or community served over
the prior year, and only one subject from
contact".

esu reported "no

On the other hand, 36 or 52.2' of the subjects

from ONe reported between "1-8 contacts" over the prior
year, and 21.7' reported "no contact".
Subjects were also requested to report the nature of
contact when helping others.

The majority of the subjects

in thp total sample (87.4') reported direct (face-to-face)
contact with the individual or community served, and all
other methods of contact received fever responses.
Subjects at

esu indicated the direct method of contact

for 92.3' of the sample, and contacts of a similar nature
were reported by ONe subjects (82.9' of sample retained for
ONe).

Of the 2 colleges, ONe had the largest percentage

(15.7') of subjects that indicated "no contact/does not

apply" for this Variable.
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Mean Test Sepres
In addition to the demographic profiles, it is also
helpful to describe how the subjects scored on the test
instrument and the Learning-style Inventory (LSI) in order
to preface the data for Research Objectives 2 and 3.

A

summary of the coefficients for eaeh ite. when correlated
to the total score for its respective phase and coeffi
cients for each phase when correlated with all other phases
and the total score of the test instrument is presented.
Table 4 displays the .ean scores for each phase of the
test instrument categorized by college.

Subjects at UNC 

had a higher .ean score (I - 35.81) for Phase 1 of the test
instrument than subjects at CSU (I - 33.60).

Subjects at

CSU had higher . .an scores on all of the other phases of
the test instrument.

Mean scores for Phase 4 revealed the

greatest difference between the means for all four phases
of the test instrument (I - 44.37 for CSU, 8 - 39.69 for
ONC).
Table 5 displays the .ean scores for each phase of the
Learning-Style Inventory (Appendix I).

unlike the acores

for the test instrument, all of the .ean phase scores for
the LSI were very si.ilar.

Subjects fro. CSU scored higher

on the concrete Experience phase (LSI1) (8 - 28.28) and the
Abstract conceptualization phase (LSI4) (I - 34.89) when
co.pared to scores for subjects fro. ONC (I - 26.77 and 8 
33.32, respectively).

Subjects fro. ONe scored higher on

the Reflectiye Obseryatipn phase (LSI2) (8 - 31.24) When

Table 4
Means and standard Deyiations for Eacb Pbase of tbe Test Instrument categorized

In!

~Sll

Ind

J.lB~

Pbase 1
Mean
CSU

Pbase 2

Pbase 3

SO

Mean

SO

33.60

4.04

40.83

4.99

35.81

4.85

38.75

4.92

Mean

Phase 4
SO

Mean

SO

48.26

4.49

44.37

5.26

44.25

5.01

39.55

5.09

CD - 65)
UNC

CD • 69)

....
....
0'1

Table 5
Meana and standard Deyiationa for Each Phaae of the Learning-Style Inyentory
categorized by CSQ. UNC. and Total
LSI 1

LSI 2

LSI 3

LSI 4

Mean

SD

Mean

so

Mean

SO

Mean

SO

CSU
(D - 65)

28.28

8.29

28.83

7.72

28.06

7.68

34.89

7.12

UNC

26.77

7.41

31. 3S

7.88

28.71

7.64

33.32

7.21

(D - 69)

........'of

-

-
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compared to subjects from CSU (8 - 28.82).

Subjects from

CSU and UNC had virtually the same mean score on the Ab=
stract CODceptualization phase (LSI3) (8 - 28.06 and H

~

28.71, respectively).
Table 6 reflects the coefficients for each item when
correlated with its respective total phase score.
cients for affective items in Phase 1 ranged from
to X - .3955.

Coeffi
~

- .0940

Items of a behavioral nature ranqed from X 

.1650 to X - .2876 and cognitive items ranqed from X 
.0345 to X - .2957.
For Phase 2, coefficients for affective items ranqed
from X - .2533 to X - .5418, behavioral items ranged from X
- -.1392 to X - .2993 and cognitive items ranged from X 
.1430 to X - .4255.
Items for Phase 3 all demonstrated positive coeffi
cients with the total phase score for Phase 3.
items ranqed from X - .4375 to X - .5856.

Affective

Behavioral items

ranged from X - .2608 to X - .4051 and cognitive items
ranged from X - .0982 to X - .5595.
Items for Phase 4 also all demonstrated positive
coefficients with the total phase score.

Affective items

ranged from X - .0119 to X - .6425, behavioral items ranged
from X - .2274 to X - .5082 and cognitive items ranged from
X - .1907 to X - .6040.
Table 7 completes the snapshot of response data for
the test instrument.

This table displays the coefficients

for each phase of the test instrument when correlated with

Table 6
Correlation Coefficients Khen Each Item is Correlated to the TotAl Score for Its
BIIRIs&Sih~. li!blll

Item I

Phase
Affective (A)
8ehavioral (8)
CQCJnltive (C)

Correlation

1

1A

.2478

7
14

1A
1A

.2350
.0940

17

1A

.3955

16

18

.1650

24
33
45

18
18
18

.2876
.2127
.2118

2
11

1C
lC

.2957
.1761

29

1e

.0345

Question
I am co.fortable helping others I do
not know
I am unsure how I can best help others
I help others because it makes me feel
good
1 help others because I feel sorry for
those less fortunate than me

Activities that involve helping others
provide an opportunity for me to so
cialize with my friends
I often help others I do not know
1 help others only when I am asked
I help others only when it is required
(class, etc.)
I am unsure how I can best help others
I a. aware of d:J.fferent CJroups and/or
individuals in the local community that
need help
I help others in order to learn about
ayself

....

....
\0

Tlble 6 (continued)

Itell I

Pha.e
Affective (A)
Behavioral (B)
Cognitive (C)

Correlation

39

1C

.1325

23

2A

.4968

34

2A

.5418

36

2A

.2533

42

2A

.4491

4

2B

.1663

12

2B

-.1392

21

2B

.2993

44

2B

.2661

9

2C

.1430

Question
There is a right and I wrong wlY to
help people overcOile social issues and
concerns
I feel a sense of
belonging when
working with other volunteers
I feel a commitment to other volunteers
I work with
I am lIore cOllfortable helping others
when a group of volunteers are involved
It is important for me to feel accepted
by other volunteers I work with
I participate in several different
activities designed to help others
I prefer short-terll (one time) commit
ments when helping others
I help others because of the recogni
tion I receive froll IIY peers
I belong to I group or organization
that expects members to be inVOlved
with activities designed ~o help others
There ar'e many ways to help people
overcome social issues and concerns

...

IV

0

tAbl.

Item I

-

§

(~QDtiDygd~

Phase
Affective (A)
Behavioral (B)
Cognitive (C)

Correlation

10

2C

.2714

32

2C

.2009

40

2C

.4255

8

lA

.5065

19

1A

.5463

41

1A

.4375

47

1A

.5856

1

lB

.3175

5

3B

.4051

18

3B

.2608

-

Question
I believe a group of volunteers can
have a greater impact than a single
individual in meeting the needs of
others
I lind it difficult to limit my helping
to just one activity or organization
I value the prestige associated with
being a aember of a group involved with
helping activities
I enjoy forming relationships with
those I help
I have a genuine desire to learn about
the needs of those I help
I feel I have made a difference in the
lives of those I have helped
I feel committed to helping others
overcome social issues and concerns
I prefer direct (face-to-face) contact
wit.h those I help
I have identified issues in the commu
nity which have influenced my commit
ment to 'helping others
Most of, my time helping others is spend
with a specific issue or concern

-

...

...
N

-

Table 6 (continued)

Item ,

Phase
Affective (A)
Behavioral (B)
Cognitive (C)

Correlation

Question

38

3B

.0982

I sometimes get too
"caught up" in
the personal problems of this I help

6

3C

.3426

15
35
46

3C
3C
3C

.4074
.4820
.5595

I believe it is important to receive
trequent feedback from staff or a su
pervisor regarding my helping efforts
I understand the needs of those I help
I understand the needs of those I help
I otten think about how my involvement
vill impact those I help

13

41.

.0119

25

41.

.6425

28

41.

.2274

31

41.

.2436

20

48

.5082

22

4B

.4329

I sometimes feel isolated because my
friends don't share my commitment to
helping others
I teel a lifelong
commitment to help
ing others
I teel an inner sense of justice when
helping others
I enjoy frequent contact with those I
help
I enjoy teaching volunteers how to help
others
I enjoy organizing activities designed
to help others

...
IIJ
IIJ

llbl.

Ite. I

§

(~gDtiDy.d)

Phase
Affective (A)
Behavioral (B)
cognitive (C)

Correlation

26

4B

.4030

48

48

.3180

10

4C

.3421

21

4C

.5191

37

4C

.6040

43

4C

.1907

Question
I preter long term commitments (one
seaester or longer) when helping others
I have acted as an advocate for those I
help
others depend on my help on a consis
tent basis
I have made career decisions based on
my experience with helping others
Helping others has influenced the way I
live my life
Some of the people I help are victims
of unfair laws or government regula
tions

...
to.)
\,01
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all of the other phases and the total score of the test
instrument.

Using a one-tailed test, results indicated

that each phase correlated positively and significantly
< .01) with the total score of the test instrument.

eQ

The

total score for Phase 1 had a positive and significant
correlation with Phase 2

eX -

.2089, Q < .01), and a nega

tive and significant correlation with Phase 4
Q < .01).

Phase 2 correlated positively and significantly

with Phase 3
< .01).

eX = -.2176,

eX -

.4240, Q < .01) and Phase 4

eX -

.4437, Q

Phase 3 had a positive and significant correlation

with Phase 4

eX =

.6794, Q < .01).

Table 7
Matrix of Correlation Coefficients Wben Each Phase Score is
Correlated with All of the Other Total Phase Scores and the
Total Score of the Test Instrument
Phase 1
Phase 1
(Ii .. 134)

1.00

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

.2089**

.0092

-.2176**

1.00

Phase 2
eli - 135)

.4240**
1.00

Phase 3
eli - 135)

** Q < .01

.6794**
1.00

Phase 4
eli - 135)
Total Score

.4437**

.3201**

.7737**

.8102**

.7545**
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Research Objectives 2 and 3
Research Objective 2 stated:
A research objective of this study was to investigate
the validity of test items by correlating the test
instrument with the Learning-style Inventory eKolb,
1985).
Table 8 displays the correlations when the total
scores for each phase of the test instrument were correlat
ed with the total scores for each phase of the Learning
Style Inventory.

Phase 3 of the test instrument had a

significant and positive correlation with Phase 1 of the
LSI eX - .2308, R < .01) and a negative and significant
correlation with Phase 2 of the LSI eX - -.1526, Q < .05).
Phase 4 of the test instrument had a positive and signifi
cant correlation with Phase 1 of the LSI eX - .2020, Q <
.01) and a negative and significant correlations with Phase
2 of the LSI (X - -.1502, Q < .05).

None of the other

correlations were significant.
Research Objective 3 stated:
A research objective of this study was to investigate
the internal reliability for each phase of the test
instrument by coaputinq a coefficient of internal
consistency obtained from a single test administra
tion.
Table 9 displays the coefficients of internal consis
tency for each phase of the test instrument.

From this

pre.entation, Phase 3 exhibited the strongest (X - .7582)
and Phase 1 exhibited the weakest (X - .5266) internal
reliability.
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Table 8
Matrix of Correlation Coefficients When Each Total Phase
Score of tbe Test Instrument is Correlated With Each Total
Phase Score of the Learning-Style Inyentory
Test Instrument
Phase 1
(U - 134)
LSI 1
Ui - 135)

-.1395

LSI 2
Ui - 135)

Phase 2
(U - 135)
.1358
-.1123

LSI 3

Phase 3
(Ii - 135)
.2308**

Phase 4
(Ii -

135)

.2020**

-.1526*

-.1503*

-.1136

-.0606

(Ii - 135)

LSI 4

-.0017

(Ii - 135)
*Il < .05

*.Il < .01

Table 9
Coefficients of Internal consistency for Each Phase of the
Test Instruaent

Parallleter
Alpha

Pbase 1
Cli - 134)

Phase 2
Cli - 135)

.5266

.6244

Phase 3

Phase 4

135)

(ll - 135)

(If. -

.7582

.7279
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Post-hoc Tests
Two interesting results were identified as a function
of the data presentation.

First, there were noticeable

differences for the mean phase scores on the test instru
ment between colleges.

Second, there were noticeable

differences for the mean phase scores on the test instru
ment involving the self-report profile for duration of
involvement.

Interpreting results of this nature can be

used to supplement the statement of validity and reliabili
ty produced as a result of Research Objectives 2 and J.
Because these differences were not included as part of the
research objectives, analysis of these differences required
post-hoc tests.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a common statistic
used to determine if there is a significant difference
between the means of two groups.

Comparisons were made

between mean scores for CSU and ONC for each phase of the
test instrument.

Results of this ANOVA are called main

effects for groups.
Comparisons were also made for the self-report measure
for duration.

Por the purpose of this comparison, respons

es were combined into two categories.

Responses for "none"

and "1-8 contacts" were combined as one group (D - 64).
The other group combined responses for "9-16 contacts" and
"17 or more contacts" (D - 70).

Mean scores for each phase

of the test instrument were compared according to these two
groups.

Results of this ANOVA are called main effects for
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contacts.

A comparison of the means for groups and

contacts is performed as a function of ANOVA to determine
if any interaction between groups and contacts existed.
The alpha level for a one-tailed test of significance was
set at .10 to be consistent with the alpha level estab
lished for Research Objectives 2 and 3.
Table 10 displays the means and standard deviations
for all phases of the test instrument.

This is the same

information reported in Table 1, and is repeated here for
clarity.

Comparisons between CSU and UNC revealed that the

mean scores for ONC are higher for Phase 1 (H - 35.81 and H
- 33.60, respectively).

Mean scores for CSU are observed

to be higher for the other phases of the test instrument.
Table 10
Means and Standard Deviations Comparing Each Phase Score
of the Test Instruaent for CSU and Each Phase Score for UHC

CD
Phase

Mean

UNC

CSU
65)

-

(D - 69)
SO

Mean

SO

Phase 1

33.60

4.04

35.81

4.85

Phase 2

40.83

4.99

38.75

4.91

Phase 3

48.26

4.49

44.25

5.02

Phase 4

44.37

5.26

39.55

5.09

Table 11 displays the means and standard deviations
for the two categories created for the duration of
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involvement variable.

Subjects self-reporting eight or

less contacts over the prior academic year were combined to
form one group and subjects self reporting nine or more
contacts over the same period of time were combined to form
the other group.

Scores on the test instrument were then

calculated according to these two groups.

Subjects with 8

or less contacts scored higher than subjects with 9 or more
contacts on Phase 1 of the test instrument (H - 35.91 and H
- 33.45, respectively).

Subjects with nine or more con

tacts over the prior year scored higher on all of the other
phases of the test instrument.
Table 11
Means and Standard Deyiations comparing Each Phase Score
for the puration of Inyolyement Index for Less than B
Contacts With the Dur.tion of Inyolyement Index for 9 or
Hare contacts oyer the Prior Academic XeA[

-

8 or Les.
70)
(n
Phase

Me.n

SO

-

9 or More
64)
(n
Me.n

SO

Phase 1

35.91

4.39

33.45

4.50

Phase 2

38.61

5.20

41.02

4.59

Phase 3

44.67

5.15

47.86

4.67

Phase 4

39.51

5.03

44.48

5.26

Table 12 is the ANOVA source table for Phase 1, and
reveals a significant difference for the main effect for
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groups (E (1, 130) - 8.49,

Q < .01)

and a significant

difference for the main effect for contacts (E (1, 130) 
4.70, Q < .05).

Ther£ was no significant interaction be

tween groups and contacts.
Table 12
F Ratios for Two-way Analysis of 'larian;e comparing Phase 1
Scores for Groups. Contacts. and Intera;tion Between Groups
and Contacts
Source
Group
Contacts
Interaction
Error
**2 < .05

DF

MS

F

1
1
1
130

163.71
90.52
49.18
19.28

8.49
4.70
2.55

P

.0042***
.0321**
.1127

***2 < .01

Table 13 is the ANOYA source table for Phase

2~

and

reveals the main effect for groups was significant (E (1,
130) - 5.99, P < .05).

The main effect for contacts was

also significant (E (1, 130) - 3.76, P < .10.).

There was

no interaction between groups and contacts for Phase 2.
Table 14 is the ANOYA source table for Phase 3

and~

again, the main effect for groups was significant (E (1,
130) - 24.01,2 < .01).

also significant

The 2ain effect for contacts was

(E (1, 130) - 3.60, 2

< .10).

There was

no interaction between groups and contacts.
The final ANOYA source table (Table 15) again rein
forces the differences between the means of both groups.
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Table 13
F Ratios for Two-way Analysis of VariAnce Comparing Pbase 2
Scores for Groups, ContActs. And Interaction Between Groups
And Contacts

OF

KS

Group

1

144.41

5.99

.0157··

contacts

1

90.56

3.76

.0547*

InterAction

1

15.09

0.63

.4302

Source

Error
.p < .10

130

F

P

24.09

**p < .05

Table 14
F Ratios for TWo-way Analysi. of YAriAnce Coaparinq Pha.. 3
Scores for Group.. Contact.. And InterAction Between Groups
And Contact.

Source

OF

KS

F

p

Group

1

539.59

24.01

ContActs

1

80.95

3.60

.0599*

Interaction

1

0.37

0.02

.8977

Error
*p < .10

130
*** 11 < .01

22.48

.0001***
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The main effect for groups was significant ([ (1, 130) 
31.60, R < .01) as well as the main effect for contacts ([
(1, 130) - 13.46, R < .01).

There was no interaction be

tween groups and contacts.
Table 15
F Ratios for Two-way APaly_is gt Variance Comparing Phase 4
Score. tor Groups, Contacts. and Interaction Between Groups
and contacts
Source
Group
Contact.
Interaction
Error
***R < .01

OF

KS

F

1
1
1
130

777.11
331.03
7.94
24.59

31.60
13.46
0.32

P
.0001***
.0004***
.5710

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter features four sections.

The first sec

tion restates the purpose and provides a brief overview for
the results of the study.

The second section discusses

each research objective and offers explanations and conclu
sions based on the results.

The third section proposes

recommendations for further research and the final section
addresses implications this study holds for student service
administrators.
Suamary
The intent of this study was to construct a test
instrument in order to investigate the existence of phases
as identified by the Service-Learning Model (Delve et al.,
1990a).

As a result, several research objectives were

proposed to investigate the different ways students experi
ence and understand what it is to be a responsible citizen.
The construction of clear and understandable test
items, and an item analysis for the test instrument were
performed to satisfy Research Objective 1.

Each phase of

the Learning-Style Inventory (Kolb, 1985) was correlated
with its corresponding phase of the test instrument to
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produce a statement of concurrent validity to satisfy
Research Objective 2.

Coefficients of internal consistency

were calculated for each phase of the test instrument to
produce a statement of internal reliability to satisfy
research Objective 3.
An initial set of 98 items constructed accordinq to

theory and the literature review were critically reviewed
by the authors of the Service-Learninq Model (Delve et al.,
1990a).

Items and test format were revised based on this

feedback and the appropriateness of these revisions was
confirmed in follow-up correspondence with these experts.
In addition, this revised test instruaent was also provided
to students at the University of Northern Colorado (URC)
and Colorado State University (CSU).

Written feedback was

requested concerninq the clarity and understandability ot
each item as well as the test format.

Based on this feed

back, the final instruaent was constructed.
The second research objective proposed to establish
concurrent validity by correlatinq phasea of the test
instrument with parallel phasea of the LSI.

phase 1 of the

LSI had a positive and aiqnificant correlation with Phase 3
of the test instruaent
the test instruaent

C~

(~

- .2308, R < .01) and Phase 4 of

- .2020, R

< .01).

Phase 2 of the

LSI correlated neqatively and siqnificantly with Phase 3 of
the test instruaent

(~

- -.1526, R < .05) and Phase 4 of

the teat instruaent

C~

- -.1502,

R < .05).

Based on these
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results, it was not possible to produce a statement of
validity for the test instrument.
A coefficient of internal consistency was calculated
for each phase of the test instrument to satisfy the third
Research Objective of the study.

As a result, each item

was correlated with the total score for its respective
phase.

Correlation coefficients for each item were calcu

lated in order to demonstrate the relationship between the
item and the total phase score.
The internal reliability for each phase was disap
pointinqly low.
Phase 1 to

~

Coefficients ranqed from

~

- .5266 for

- .7582 for Phase 3 of the test instrument.

Because these coefficients were below the ranqe identified
for acceptable reliability, it was not possible to produce
a statement of internal reliability for the test instru
ment.
Subjects
A total of 135 subjects were retained in the final
sample of the study.

Sixty-five subjects participatinq in

activit i •• coordinated by the Office of Community Service
at Colorado State University in the sprinq of 1992 were
included in the final sample.

Seventy subject. livinq in

the residence halls at University of Northern Colorado in
the sprinq of 1992 were also included in the final sample.
The majority of the subjects were 18-19 years of aqe
(48.1' of the total sample), however, CSU subjects tended
to represent a larqer percentaqe of subjects over the aqe
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of 20.

The majority of subjects were freshmen (46.7' of

the total sample), and corresponding with the subject
profile for age, the majority of the students at CSU were
seniors (49.2'), whereas 71.4' of the subjects from UNC
were freshmen.

The majority of the subjects (68.1') in the

final sample were female, and over 88' of the final sample
reported their ethnic origin as Caucasian/White.
The majority (36.3') of subjects in the final sample
indicated they were involved in helping activities 3 or
more times per week over the prior academic year.

This

percentage was influenced by subjects at CSU, as 52.3' of
the subjects spent over 3 hours per week in helping activi
ties as compared to 21.4' of the subjects for the self
reported frequency of involvement at UNC.

The majority of

subjects in the final sample (40') reported between "1-8
contacts" with the same individual or community served over
the course of the prior academic year.

This percentage was

driven by subjects at UNC, where 52.2' reported between "1
8 contacts" as compared to only 27.7' at CSU.

The other

category which will become important in the post-hoc tests
is the cateqory for "17 or more contacts".

Whereas. 56.5'

of CSU subjects indicated "17 or more contacts" with the
individual or community served, only 14.5' of the subjects
reported involvement of this duration at UNC.

The majority

(87.4t) of the subjects in the final sample indicated
having direct (face-to-face) contact with the individuals
or community served.
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conclusions
This section will discuss each research objective and
offer conclusions framed in the context of demographic
variables for subjects participating in the study.
Research Objectiye 1
A research objective of this study was to investigate
the clarity and understandability of the items on the
initial test instrument. In addition, an item analy
sis identified those items that made the greatest
contribution to the total score for each phase of the
test instrument. As a result of this objective, each
item was clear, understandable, and demonstrated a
relationship with the total score for its respective
phase.

The feedback received from service-learning experts
and students at CSU and ONC provided a thorough review of
items and test format.

This satisfied the conditions for

face validity and provided the confidence to continue with
the item analysis.
As a result, the researcher was comfortable that the

dynamics for the first research objective were satisfied.
Accordingly, the affective, behavioral, and cognitive items
combined to provide an objective assessment of four differ
ent ways to experience and understand what it is to be a
responsible citizen according to the Service-Learning Model
(Delve et al., 1990a).
Research Objectlve 2
research objective of this study was to investigate
the validity of the test items by correlating the test
instrument with the Learning-Style Inventory (Kolb,
1985).

A
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For this study, it was anticipated that each phase of
the test instrument would demonstrate a positive and sig
nificant correlation with its respective phase of the LSI.
A statement of this nature would have provided support that
the ways to experience and understand what it is to be a
responsible citizen model the different ways to learn as
identified by the Experiential-Learninq Model.

However,

correlations between the phases of the two instruments did
not lend any support for concurrent validity for the test
instrument.

This means that there was no relationship

between the different ways students experience and under
stand what it is to be a responsible citizen and the dif
ferent learning styles identified as a similar measure of
the same construct.
One explanation for this lack of correlation may be
explained by the nature of learninq styles.

An assumption

of the Experiential-Learning Theory is that learning styles
influence "the way we solve problems, make decisions, and
develop and change our attitudes and behavior" (Smith •
Kolb, 1986).

stewart (1990) identified similarities be

tween the ways students experience and understand what is
to be a responsible citizen and an individual's preferred
learninq style.

For example, it was proposed that usinq

the qualities of the Exploration phase in the SLM to
experience and understand what it is to be a responsible
citizen would be directly influenced by the Concrete Expe
rience learning style as measured by the LSI.

However,
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perhaps learning styles transcend the phases of the SLM,
and therefore, no one specific style is characteristic of a
particular phase.

For instance, discussion, observation

and reflection are learning styles representative of the
Sgflectiye Observation learning mode in the Experiential
Learning Model that would influence the
phase.

Cll~ification

However, these learning styles are also appropriate

for the Exploration, Bealization, and ActiYltion phases of
~eS~.

Another explanation may be related to the scoring
format of the LSI.

The phases of the

SLM

are proposed as

four different ways to experience and understand what it is
to be a responsible citizen.

The forced-choice format of

the LSI provides the ability to demonstrate the bi-polar
nature of the Experiential-Learning Model (Kolb, 1984).
The Likert scale of the test instruaent was designed to
discriminate between each phase as a different and unique
way to experience and understand what it is to be a respon
sible citizen.

Therefore, a high score on one phase does

not necessarily require a low score on another phase.

As stated, the LSI was identified as measuring learn
ing styles with similar qualities as those employed when
experiencing and understanding responsible citiZenship in
the SLM (Stewart, 1990).

However, using the LSI was

identified as a possible limitation of the study because it
does not measure the exact same (albeit similar), con
structs as proposed by the SLM.

Therefore, another
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explanation for the lack of correlation between similar
phases of the test instrument and the learning modes as
measured by the LSI may be that the LSI was a poor choice
of instruments to use to provide a statement of concurrent
validity.
Although the second Research Objective could not
produce a clear statement of concurrent validity for the
test instrument, this does not necessarily either support
or refute the assumptions of the SLM.

However, subsequent

post-hoc tests do lend support for the test instrument as a
measure of service-learning.

The ability for the post-hoc

tests to contribute to a statement of validity is grounded
in the personal and helping profile of the SUbjects.
A descriptive presentation of the mean scores for each
phase of the test instrument demonstrated differences
between the two colleges.

The observed differences in mean

scores for the test instrument were significantly different
and in the predicted direction for each phase when using
the university as the independent variable.

Because UNC

does not actively promote a structured service-learning
proqram, higher scores in Phase 1 and perhaps Phase 2 would
be

predicted.

Accordingly, higher scores would

be

predict

ed for Phase 3 and Phase 4 for subjects at CSU because of
the service-learning program offered by the Office of
Community Service.

Higher scores for subjects at CSU might

be predicted for Phase 2 because group participation is
expected for many programs coordinated by the

Offi~e.
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Results indicated that mean scores for UNC were
significantly higher for Phase 1, reflecting a more explor
atory and nvolunteer" approach to experiencing and under
standing what it is to be a responsible citizen.

Mean

scores for Phase 2, Phase 3, and Phase 4 were significantly
higher for CSU.

Especially because of the questionable use

of the LSI to establish concurrent validity, this result
can help to supplement a statement of concurrent validity
for the test instrument.
However, it is important to temper this result in the
context of demographic data for age and class status.
According to the SLM, Phase 3 and Phase 4 represent a more
intormed way to experience and understand what it is to be
a responsible citiZen.

Subsequently, student development

theory has suggested that age and class status influence
affective, behavioral and cognitive processing in college
stUdents (Chickering, 1969; Perry, 1968,.

The demographic

profile clearly demonstrates that subjects at CSU were
older and higher in student status when compared to sub
jects at UNC.

This is an exciting result because of the

potential developmental implications tor the test instru
ment.

However, differences ot this nature have a contound

ing ettect for this stUdy.

Therefore, it is unknown from

these results if differences in test scores have been
influenced by the service-learning program at CSU or by the
personal characteristics of age and class status.
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Differences in test scores were also noticed when
considering the duration of involvement as an independent
variable.
instrument.

These results also lend credibility to the test
According to the SLM, a longer and more con

sistent commitment to helping others would result in Phase
3 or Phase 4 ways to experience and understand what it is
to be a responsible citizen.

Accordingly, a commitment

shorter in dUration would lend to Phase 1 or Phase 2 ways
of experiencing and understanding.

Results of the post-hoc

tests for duration of involvement confirmed that differenc
es in mean phase scores between contacts shorter (eight or
less) and longer (nine or more) in duration were signifi
cant and in the predicted direction.

Accordingly, subjects

with eight or fewer contacts over the prior academic year
scored higher on Phase 1 ot the test instrument.

Subjects

with nine or more contacts over the prior academic year
scored higher on Phase 2, J, and 4.

It should be noted

that the majority of subject. reporting nine or more con
tacts were from CSU (71') and subjects reporting eight or
less contact. were trom ONC (72').

Again, it is unclear if

the.e differences were influenced by the duration of in
volvement or personal variables such as age and class
status.
Research Objective 3
A Research Objective of this study was to investigate
the internal reliability for each phase of the test
instrument by computing a coefficient of internal
consistency obtained from a single test administra
tion.
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It was anticipated that each phase of the test
instrument would have a hiqh coefficient of internal con
sistency.

A hiqh coefficient was defined by Anastasi

(1988) as ranqinq from .80 and beyond .90.

While none of

the phases demonstrated an internal reliability of this
strenqth, the coefficients for each phase showed promise.
It is common for tests to underqo a variety of revisions
and several administrations before a reasonable validity
and reliability can be established (Kline, 1986).
It is important to consider the relationship between
the item and the total phase score when correlatinq the
results of this objective.

Low correlation coefficients

indicate a weak relationship with the total phase score,
and hiqh correlations identify ito.. that make a stronqer
contribution to the total phase score.

Deletinq weak items

will strenqthen the coefficient of internal consistency for
the

respecti~e

phase.

It is also possible to strenqthen

the internal reliability of each phase by revisinq the
items that demonstrate a weak relationship and re-adainis
ter the test instrument to aChieve new coefficients for
internal consistency.
It is also important to analyze Research Objective 3
in the context of the other descriptive data.

Specifical

ly, it would be desirable for each phase of the test
instrument to measure a different and unique way to experi
ence and understand what it is to be a responsibla citizen.
However, the inter-item correlations for phase scores
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(Table 9) do not support this condition.

The actual

results indicated that many phases have strong and positive
correlations with each other.

Essentially, this indicates

that the phases are measuring the same construct.

There

fore, even if the internal reliability for each phase were
strong, it would be difficult to produce a meaningful
statement of internal reliability.

Given this limitation,

it is interesting to note that differences in mean scores
for Phase 1 are significant and in the predicted direction
between groups (CSU and ONC) and between contacts (eight or
less and nine or more).

This suggests that items in Phase

1 are measuring something different than the other phases
in the test instrument.

Differences in mean scores for

Phase 2, 3, and 4 are also significant and in the predicted
direction for both groups and contacts, and these differ
ences become more obvious as the phases increased.
However, a more explicit statement about this difference
must be reserved for future research.
There are a variety of procedures that could enhance
the inter-item correlations for phase scores, such as
placing items in phases according to factor analysis and
revising or eliminating the items that do not demonstrate a
strong correlation with their respective phase score.
However, although each of these suggestions may artificial
ly strengthen the internal reliability of the test instru
ment, the resulting placement of items in phases may not
reflect the theory of the service-learning.
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RecoDUllendations
More research needs to be conducted before the
Service-Learninq Model (Delve et al., 1990a) can be empiri
cally confirmed or rejected.

Given the lack of a statement

of validity and reliability resultinq from Research Objec
tives 2 and 3, it remains inconclusive whether or not the
test instrument can identify four different ways in which
students experience and understand what it is to be a
responsible citizen.

Therefore, many of the recoDUllenda

tions for future research focus on further investiqations
concerninq the test instrument.
The recommendations take the position that further
research should be conducted before assuminq the SLM is not
a valid model from which to base developmental decisions.
This direction is taken primarily because of the potential
demonstrated by the post-hoc tests conducted in the study.
As previously stated, althouqh the test instrument appears
to be identifyinq differences between qroups (CSU and UNC)
and contacts (eiqht or less and nine or more) in a
predicted manner, because we do not know what the test is
measurinq, we can not explicitly define these differences.
However, because each of the items identifies an affective,
behavioral or cognitive quality for helpinq others, it
would be prudent to suqqest that these differences are
related to som. measure of helpinq others.

•
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General Recommendations fot
Future Reseatch
Further research to consider in general for the test
instrument include the following suggestions:
1.

The test and scoring format need to

be

with respect to interpretation of test scores.

evaluated
From this

study, it is clear that subjects utilize a variety of ways
to experience and understand what it is to be a responsible
citizen.

Small differences between mean scores for Phase

2, Phase 3, and Phase 4 were observed.

If the test instru

ment has developmental implications, this potential could
be

further investigated by administering the instrument to

younger and older age groupd.

Perhaps the evenly dispersed

scores for Phases 2, 3, and 4 represent the nature of
transition identified during college (Chickering, 1969).
If so, phase scores for younger age groups may cluster
around Phase 1 and Phase 2', and older age groups may clus
ter around Phase 3 and Phase 4.

Erikson's (1968) eight

stage theory could help to explain results for younger
subjects and a theory of adult development such as Levinson
(1978) or Kohlberg (1969) could be applied to older sub
jects.
2.

The demographic profile of the study related to

gender was somewhat anticipated.

The profile for subjects

at ONC mirrors the male/female ratio for the student
population.

In addition, it has been suggested that more

females participate in community service activities (Serow,
1990).

This could explain the higher response rate for
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females in addition to the male/female ratio of subjects
participating in programs coordinated by the Office of
community Service at CSu.

Comparison of mean scores for

gender was not performed as a post-hoc test in this study
because of the large difference in group sizes and because
the results would not meaningfully contribute to the re
search objectives.

Given larger and more comparable sample

sizes, differences of this nature could be investigated.
Research of this nature may add to existing theories of
gender differences (Gilligan, 1982).
3.

According to the study by Lipton and Garza (1978),

differences in motivations were found to exist between
Anglos and Hispanics.

The small sample size for ethnic

origins other than Anglos was anticipated, and therefore,
differences in mean test scores was not investigated be
tween the different ethnic groups.

Given larger and more

comparable sample sizes, these differences could be inves
tigated.

Research of this nature can help to determine if

cultural differences influence how to experience and under
stand what it is to be a responsible citizen.
Concurrent validity ReCommendations
for fUtyre Researcb
Further research for concurrent validity may consider
the following suggestions:
1.

How that a teat instrument has been constructed,

it may be beneficial to discuss the phases of the test
instrument with students involved in community service
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activities.

Several focus groups could be convened to

discuss the ways to experience and understand what it is to
be a responsible citizen as identified by the test instru
ment.

In addition, there may be other ways to experience

and understand what it is to be a responsible citizen not
identified by the SLM which could be discussed.
2.

It would be interesting and helpful to provide

students with interpretations for each phase as measured by
the test instrument.

Students could selectively place

themselves in phases according to these descriptions.
Correlating this self-selection with test scores may lend
itself to a statement of concurrent validity and provide
credibility for how the test scores are interpreted.
3.

It would be interesting and helpful to have

students describe their helping experience either verbally
or in writing_

By establishing an objective way to de

scribe these experiences (direct, nondirect, indirect,
etc.), it would be possible to categorize these responses.
If the test instrument were then administered to the sub
jects and the phase scores compared to the level of
involvement, this may also lend itself to a statement of
concurrent validity.

This combines a qualitative and

quantitative approach to establish concurrent validity of
the test instrument.
Research of this nature could also help to confirm the
interpretation of test scores.

It would be necessary to

discuss the results with students, faculty, and student
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service administrators in order to verify the accuracy of
this interpretation.
4.

Other interesting questions appeared as a result

of this study that deserve attention.

For instance, it was

inconclusive if the differences between CSU and ONC were
caused by age, student status or a combination of these two
variables.

student development theory might suggest that

age and student status have moderating effects on questions
of this nature (Chickering, 1969; Perry, 1968) which may
have implications for the developmental features of the
instrument.

with larger and more equal sample sizes for

age and student status, research of this nature is possi
ble.
Internal Reliability Recommendations
for Future Research
Further ideas for research for establishing internal
reliability include the following:
1.

The phases all correlated with each other which

prevented a clear statement of validity and reliability.
It was acknowledged as a limitation of the study that items
would be placed in phases according to theory and the
literature review.

These phases mayor may not be the same

if ite.. were statistically placed in phases by a procedure
such as factor analysis.

Although the phases would not

correlate with each other, the interpretation of phase
scores may change with factor analysis because of this
artificial strengthening of the test instrument.
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2.

Related to the first recommendation, it is

possible from the coefficients produced when correlating an
item to its respective phase score to determine the rela
tive contribution each item makes to the total phase score.
As a result of this information, items could be deleted or
revised and other itema could be added to strengthen the
test instrument.
The above suggestions have the potential to increase
the internal reliability of the test instrument.

Deleting

those items that demonstrated a weak correlation with the
total phase score would immediately influece coefficient
alpha and increase internal reliability without another
administration of the test.

Revising or adding test items
-\

could also strenqthen internal reliability: ,however, this
I

approach would require a second administration and item
analysis.
3.

There are other types of reliability that can be

researched auch aa teat-retest.

Tests of this nature could

also add to the statement of reliability for the test
instrument.
Implications for Student
Services
For many years now, student service administrators
have attempted to legitimize the contribution that student
services can make to the educational mission of the insti
tution.

Since the 1960s, this connection has been advanced

under tne auspices of student development theory.

Today
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this developmental connection is more important than ever
before, especially given the current environment of legis
lators, accrediting agencies and constituents demanding an
efficient and effective use of financial and human resourc
es in higher education.
Outcomes assessment is one method that has been
suggested for student service administrators to demonstrate
the contribution student services can make to the educa
tional mission (Hanson, 1982).

This infers research in

order to identify theories and models that give meaning to
the term student development.

It also infers

techniqu~s

of

measurement and assessment that can demonstrate growth and
chanqe.

This process of research and evaluation is neces

sary in order to "make the student affairs professional
more equal partners in the educational enterprise" (Gar
land, 1985).

Yet it is this link that is often missin9

from our appeal to justify student development efforts in
educational terms.
This study has proposed research and an instrument
that can be used to identify different ways in which stu
dents experience and understand what it is to be a
responsible citizen.

As such, the developmental potential

of service-learning and the attempt to objectively define
responsible citizenship remain largely undefined.

Combin

ing this research with the developmental assumptions and
desired outcomes is reserved for future research.
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The chanqinq student demoqraphics provide an
opportunity for hiqher education to influence development
of civic values and responsibility.

Consider, for example,

the recent trends reported by the American Council on
Education.

A survey of colleqe students indicated that

nearly two out of three incominq freshmen have been in
volved in volunteer work durinq the previous year (Astin,
1991).

This trend is different from the narcissistic

behaviors demonstrated by students in the 1980s.

Certainly

these experiences vary in quality and scope, and the abili
ty to identify how students experience and understand what
it is to be a responsible citizen fosters the evolution of
proqrams and services that address these needs both inside
and outside of the classroom.
ultimately, the ability to identify activities of
challenqe and support that inteqrate classroom learninq
will also help to leqitimize student services as makinq
more than a peripheral contribution to the educational
mission of the institution.

As

a result, the concept of

student development can become a real and meaninqful posi
tion from which to facilitate our partnership role as
educators in the university community.
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March 2. 1992
Christopher A. Payne
2897 Greenland Orive '308
Loveland. CO 80538
Dear Christopher:
This letter acknowtedQes and approves your request to utilize the Service
Leaming Model as you preoant your dissenation. I am pleased that you ant searching
for ways to test the model for validity. Please let me know if I can be of assistance in
any way. eest wishes and good luck as you do your work.
Sincerely,

.

.

. : . ~.
' . . . ).

',....1(:A ~

,,,,,,<"'''-'''';:'' ,_ ""

-

,-,

...

•

-t~'-~~t.t~

Cecilia Delve Scheuermann
Co-Editor

Community SaMes

as Values Education

THE OFRCE OF STUDENr ",cnVlnes "'NO UNIVERSITY CENTER
tOOUATISTlflT, Ul,MO.IGO".'JOl I'SCIJI no,...)
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"'\11 • ..- .,..,.110 '*ILl'" petmIISDI'IlO ~

a F'1QIII'It OUI Of one Of IhI ",«IIe.M-1I puaIiIt'IIG by Joaey

Basa.lnc.

a dCIaOI'aI . . . . . ;I me lJniwwUy Of NonnIm CoIrnI» and1hll1lUl'DOll Of my..........,.,
PI'IICICIUCS by 1hII Setva ~.........
MootI. The Setva ~anw'IIQ Modet was I. . . . . If'I a . . .,. ...,. of ..... 0inIc:Ii0ns lor StuoInt SIMcM. no. so. 1910.
Sclec:diCaltV. 'WIllI to ~ F'1QIII'It 1 on PIOII 37 of me fOIIMIf'IQ plC:lliclDon 1O"!he"'" ~ !he SI'IIIInIIn
bIIIMen 1hII ~ L........ ModII and me Servca L..NmrIQ Model:
11m ~

&l1'000'' is 10 c:onIhUCI a I. . iI'IsInJIMr't 10 ~. me ....... of III'aIH •

Oetwtt C.• MiIZ S.• & SI...n G. (1"'. ~ ......",.,.. ecI.ICIIIOft. .....
0irecII0ns tar SILcIenl
1'10. SO. San
I0Il.,
1ftC.

".ICiICO;

s.w..

a•.

I tllllell'lCUdld .. 0IIIIf Of me ~ • • ~ . . . . in my ~ • \ClU r-.." I.I*IION or
COI'IC:IIfN IDOUI me 1IUdY. I tncOUnIQI \ClU 10 CDII'Ia2 me or my
Dr. NInCy Scaa. va ........ tar

,...,...aw.or:

SIuc:Iert AItWL can... HIlI 3005. GIeettr. CO I0I3l. 13031351-2303.

I WOUld ............... trorn \ClU..,.,,1fIII ~ r-.lKilMldand ~ my ...... to ~ IhiI
F'1QId lor my GiIMtI*n paposaI. I WIll inc:Uit rtilllIIIiIt we ....,.. ".... Of my ttl I.,...,. ,,.,. WtCIIJMd a
1\III,Imo. . . . . . . . . .
.r/IItIIOpft lor your
PluM,.,., ltill • ..-to my atlll'llOtl:

post..,...

etw..,.,
_7

corMII_...

A. Payne
GtMfIIIncI 0rWe . . .

~CO

(30:.1) "7-4430
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29, :"992

Payne
2897 Greenland Drive
Aaar:.:ent 308
LOveland. co 80'38
Chr~stopher

::>ear Hr.

Payne~

You have ow: per.ai.eion with this letter to copy the Kolb Lear.'\inq
Style Inventory to accollloclate the lIIArqin =eq',d:-=ents ot lOW:
~~esis paper. You may make only enoUlJh copies :or ~~e number ot
~ooklets you are preparinq.
We :-equire a copyriqht notation to accompany the material as
=::lllows:
c HcSer' Company. 19.'. This 2Ateria1 may not be reproduced in
any ~ay, except with the written permission ot KcBer , Company, 137
Newbury St=eet, Boston, KA 02116, OSA (617)437-7080.
Also, would it be possible to torward Us a copy ot the results ot
yow: st~dy tor ow: recorda?
Sincerely,
,
"",.

I
~

~ .:;~----

'-~Chen

!Canaqer.
Tra1nnrq Resource. Group
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~ar-:!\
~o:

1.:'.

:.992

;e!: 3unker
~.soc~ate Re.!s~rar

~r~.:

Chr!seopher A. Payne
~c~oral Studene 1n CSPA
351-2424 or 8S7-a430 r~v.land)

RE:

Approval for !&ndo. Sample ot ONC Stud.nt.

~

<PI\'

Pl•••• con81d.r th1s requ••t t obtain the names and qq ~,,~
addre•••• ot on. hundr.d and t1fty (150) ONC seud.ne. curr.ne~v
r •• ldinc in the ONC a..1denc. Kal •• nu.. requ••t 1. 1n
cOnJunct~on v1th my d~.s.reat10n propo.al. a r •••&rCh proJect which
1s 1n p&rt1al tulf11~nt ot the requl~nts ot the doctoral
prolZ''' at the Unlv.rslty of North.rn Colorado. T.be re••&rCh 1s
sch.dul.d for April. 1992.
My d1•••rtation propoaal be. rec.ntly be.n approved by my
Dissertation ~tt... t'he re••arc:b involv•• coutructlnc a t ••t
LnatruDent to inv••t1cate a eod.l of .tudent developaant that
coaciae. cl. . .roo. 1.arn1l\C and cOlaUD.i.ty _rvlce. In order to
complete the re.earcb. I vill need to .o11c1t the partic1pation ot
student. ea.l'Ol1.d at the UDiver.ity of ~orth.rn Color&clo. r ban
1dent1fied .tudeat. l1v1l\C 1D the UlfC a..idenc. Kalls . . . . . . . . .1••

I . . reque.t1aa approval for D1an. Suhr. UlfC CoiIpqtel' c.t:ltel'
ProIZ'.....r. to provide a 1'&Ddoa ...-pl. of 150 lI'tUdAmu l1vlnc 1D

the UNC a..1deDce Ka1l8 1.a. the _1'1l\C of 1992. I . . reque.t1aa
that Dlane provide a 1181: of the_ atud.nt. inc1udlnc na.II aDd on
CUIPWI add.re...
I . . a1.o reque.t1l\C M:i.11l\C l.bel. tor the. .
stud.nt. 1D ord.1' to f&C111t&te the d~8t1'1tNt10a proc....
'rb. t ••t pacbt. will be d181:rlbuted and collected by a..1d8nt
Aa.lstant.. S~nt. are not ~.ted to id.ntlfr ~lv... aDd
all data w1l1 be pres.Dt.d in IrOUP fona th.reb,. funb.1' elUNl'1nc
that data can not be traced bee. to aD 1adlvictua1. Att.r the
analY.i.8 1a compl.t., all t ••t pacbt. w1l1 be de.troyed.
Tb&DJc you for cOlUl1der1nc ttll. requ8R. and pl..... con1:&Ct _
!! yOU bav. an,. qu••t10u or COllC.ru.

APPROVAL

rca

RESIAIOI:
.,;, '1"

I
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4t.2.

II

I I '2..
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DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE
This o.mograonlC inlormanon IS 1'IICU.5ttta In ortl.r to C)rovtd. a profil. 01 tn. SUOI4teS In tn.
Your resoonses WIll be r'I)QnIG In group torm, ana th,retore your conflo.nbailTy Will be
malnta.nlG.
stUCy.

Pl.ase r.soond to eacn of Ih. tolloWing QUesno:ls aoout yourself:
L

z.

AQIIlcnedI_,:

la·l,

~

Soonomont

2'0-21
22-23
2""25

JI.Incw

s-cw

0wet25

3.

Sell:

0IIw

....

••

FeIMI

5_

SIuaet'It ..... (c:NCIl one,:

EtmIIMft ....... *'" ($pMg. 1ta1:

tc:rdlor'"
'0 c:rdI or.,.,.

atwc 0r'IQIn (enD 0I"IIt':

.....

....... _aII~ongn

~
.--~

. . . . AnIM::a'I ......

c.

WWNII. _ all HiIDMr: cn,n
I CIa _ . . . 10 ..... .,. ~I

P.... rnoond 10 tf':s following qu8ItiOna ....... 10 heIt:Ing atherL AI quntionI ..... to your
involv.ment in helping cMtI_ aver the prior ~ y.ar (from SepltNnDer. , 991 to AonI.
, 992). When ~ 10 theM questiofts. _ p yp
hltpjng
!lClJtM tbt mg:g
gt pc

tin ... ""'nc:e.

m.

em m.

"red

I.
Uling the helping activity thII
the moe of your ume .. a ...fttt'1tncI. llllmar. the
runber of hourS per WHk you SPIIm helplng CIItierlI aver the course crt the priDr yell' (d1eC::K one):
Nona
One~

............

T_~

".....

..... ......... 1IaUI'IIWIIII

Using the helping activity thII nIqUiI"Id the moe of your time . . . ~, ntimar. the
number 'Of , .... you ,., c::ontact wiItI tI'me you ..... aver !he course of Ut. priOr y..... (For
.xam... it you voIumMf'ICI _ • loCal sauo kIII::ften 0I1ICI .,." mandl. you would have eight (8)

7.

......

contacIS CIVW the CCIUI'M of the ,..".
Nona

,

CMc:X OM:

..,e . . . .

17 • .,.,.. . . . .

USing the hIIplng activity thai nlQUinld the moe of your time as a ....entnCe. indic:ahJ the
naIUnI of the COntaCt you ,., when ....ng otherS over ttIe course of ttIe pnar year (ChICk one,:
DIrec:I CIIIltC:
"". . . . IIIIIIIl.... 1tIaU .......
c_ ......L
NonocIiJCl CIDIUI:I:
..,...,..., 1IIIIIIl.... 1tIaU ....... a:u CD"'. , _ ......,.
II'OnICI CIIIltC:
............. 1ftIm. . . . _ _ CD '_10 ... "_"".

8.

_"'10

Na CIIItIa::rIOoeI , . . . ,
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SERVICE-LEARNING INVENTORY

wn.

ThIs Invlmory is dlSigned 10 ,dlnhfy '"lingS. actions and Itlougnts aDOut hOw you
eXDenenCI ana unalrstana
It IS :0 041 a reSDQnSlbl1 cmzln as a ",sull of hllOlng OIhlrs.
HIIDing otnlrs IS alfined as ttll tlnCleney 10 tlelp someone. 8Ittllr CSlrec:1y or lI"CrlC1ly. ottllr
ttl. . tamlly mlmbers or clOse fnlnas.

For the pUrpose of this study. please use your InvolVemem in community S8Mc:e
aaiYibls over the past ye... (Seenematr. 1991 to Apnl. 1992) as a ret....nce. U you haVe not
been Involved in community seMCe aannties. ".... use your 1!'IYOlvimem in hOUse or
relldlnce hall ac:IWiIiel ov. the puI ",at as a ...te...nce.
Please dartcan the circle that best descnbeS the deg.... to whiCh you .,...... or
dilo1lO.... WIth thl _ement. T'htI Inventory WID I"IQUlre abOUt ten mtnut. . to complete.
Pi.... retq:)Ond to eKh _el'MI'IL Do nat Skip any iterna.

so

DNA

SA

1.

I am c::omfaftIDII helping acfteI'Il dO nat knoW.._..._..._

o

0

0

0

0

2.

I am unsure haw ICM Dell _

o

0

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

0

I have identified iaua in the community which have
inbnc:ed my commibne,. tD ~ CIIherS..___

o

0

0

0

0

I beI.,e it il impofta'lt tD .....,. frequent fMdback
frDm ..., or • -...peMIDI' regarding my hllping eIIofts..

o

0

0

0

0

7.

I 'HI an inner _ _ of ctIarity when helping othtlfS....

o

0

0

0

0

8.

I enjOy /Qrming ,....,.,. WiII'I thOse I heIp.••••••_•••••

o

0

0

0

0

9.

T'here . . I'I'IIIIY ways tD help I*CIII CMIft:OtI'Ie soc:iII
iSIUU and c:oncIf1'IS (eo. hl:Nlwl........ drUg aDuse.
1'UIgIr.&)

o

0

0

0

0

Others depend on my help on a consistem basil
(..y day...... &)
- - _.•_.

o

0

0

0

0

I am awant of diHentm IIl"QUPIltlGlor indhridua!s
..--.-------.....-.

o

0

0

0

0

•.

5.

odIerL___•______

I pat'IicipII!e in sevenaI cItrerent ICIiviIIeI cIIIIig......
tD . . . . .

m

8.

10.
11 .

in ene IOCII carnrnuncy ... nIIG _
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SERVICE·LEARNING INVENTORY
So-IRONGL.Y DlSAGAEE

!).O$GREE

NoIElJTMI.

AJoGREE
SD

12.

SA-SmONCiI.Y AGAe

0

N

A

s.

I pntf., short·term (OM-time) commltm.nts Wf'I.n
helping 0ItIers...... _......___••_._._••_ ••_......._ •••••_...........

0

0

0

0

0

I someumes ,"I isolllllCl because my minds dOn,
.".,. my comnwnent to hllpng 0d'IerS...... __ ..............

0

0

0

0

0

t •.

Ilwlp otI'Iers beClUse it makes me feel QOOd......... _......

0

0

0

0

0

15.

II.II'IdII'IIIIn IIMt nMCII of ttme 11wIp._____....___••_

0

0

0

0

0

AcIMtI. . tftII involVe "elDing OItIers pn:Mde 11'1
QCIPOrtUnrty tor me to SOCIalize with my trItnCII.._..........

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

----_.

0

0

0

0

0

ocvaniZina ac:tMtitI dIIignIId to help 0ItItII.••

......

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24.

I olin help 0IhIrs I de) nalknOw.

0

0

0

0

0

25.

I .... a iteIong camrnilmtnt to htIDing ad'Itrs..... _......._.

0

0

0

0

0

26.

I pmer lOng-term (one stmtGtr or IOngert
c:::ornmtrnenlS
when helping 0IhtI'I.._____...._____•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13.

16.
17.

Ilwlf) 0ItItrI btC3uIe I ,"I sony tor thOIt ....
~

18.

19.
20.

21.

2223•

27.

..... me.

Moe of my time IwlDing others is . . . . willi a
spec:dIc i-.. or c:oncem (eg. 1M home.... drug
. . . . hunger. tIMrDnmtrItII .....1IIbiIly. IIIC.)....._.

.....



I have a gerUnt Clan to INm abaUI tN IIMdI of
I enjOy fMCtIing VOUI'IIMta haw to help aI'terI........._.
I hIMIl'RICIe Cll'Ml'dtc::iIiana baud on my

expentnCI'" IwIpina adWL..__

I enjOy

I .... a ...,.. of belonging when wortdng with GIhtr

---_._

I "e., OItIers btcIUst of IIMt r.::ogftllian II"ICeivt from
......
my

peers...-._._-.--
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SERVlce·LEARNING INVENTORY
SD-S7RONGLYDISAGREE

O-UISAGREE

I'WEUTRAL

A-AGREE

SAooST'RCINGLY AGRee

so

0

N

A

SA

28.

I 'HI an inner sense of juStIce Wften "elOtng otners...•.

0

0

0

0

0

29.

I he., others in oIGer to lea::; aoout myseIf............ _ •••.••

0

0

0

0

0

30.

I believe a g/'OUo of voluntHI'I can have a gru:rer
imDllCt than a SIngle IndiYlCIUaI in II'IHtIng the nNds
of CIIt'IerL.____

0

0

0

0

0

I enjoy fnlquent ccmacrs (once or more a
with
1t1oIe I heIp..._.__•••_ •••••__.M••_ _ _ _ _ _..

0

0

0

0

0

_-_

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

qaallycrl ...

0

0

0

0

0

I am mont CDn1fonabIe heIOing 0IMfW wMn • group of
vaIunIeIfI . . it'IvaMIcL

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-_.

0

0

0

0

0

I value the PlIIIItige asaocratId with bIIng • member
group il"lYOMld WIIft helping acDv.....__._••_ ..

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.M.__._.___._.___.__.___.._._._.

31.
3Z.

week,

I find it Ciflcull to imit my he/cling to juSt one adMty or
~.-

33.

34.

35.

31.

..-.----.-...

....

I " " othIrs only wMn I am ......_________
I feel • comnibll8fll to CItMr voeu,...,. I wane wiItI.....
HeICling ~ will have • potiIMt itnI*t on my

influencecs the way • he my life....

37.

Helping otMts , .

38.

IlOtftdma get tao -C&lQht up. in the personal
proDIImI of U'IOIe I help..

39.

ThIN ia a riel'll lind • wrong way to help peopte
owen:ome lOCUlI iaIuM lind cocarnl (eg. hOmeIIIsInea.

drUIJ .............. IIC.,

40.

.

...,....
of a

.1.

.2.

I _II have I'NICJe • difterence in the m. of thOse I

It IS important for m. to 'NI iiICCIIOled by atNr YOIuntHl'S
I WOI'k WIU'I______._•••___
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43.
oU.

O-OISAGRE!

IWEUTIW.

A-AGREE
SO

D

N

A

SA

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

..,..,.,.. group Ixpec:lalion. &1----......--.-..-..

0

0

0

0

0

_.._-_._..

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Some of tne oeogle I helD .,. vcms of unf..r laws
or goven1tn4M'1t AlgUlalions.................................................

I belong to a group or orgaruzatjQn that I~
ITMII'I1Oef'S to belnYOf\l1ld wntt 8CrMties dlSigned
to helP 0IhIrL••_ ••___..__ .___._._.___•.._._.__._

.s.

..,.
'7.

I MID others only wt.n it is requintd (eg. dass

I_

I often think IDOUt
thOle

now my invoNement wiD impaa

I ,"I coml'l'liftid to helping attIIrs overcame saciaI
iUUII and c::otamS (eg. home........... CIrUg .....

1U'9Ir. IC.)..

48.

S,,.......ROHGLY
:
AGREE

I haw. ICIId • an .avocate far IhaIe I .,., (1UCh . .
""II ...,.. to public ofIIc:::iIIIIlbaUI poIc:iea afIIIcIing

ac.n.n group Of..,cy. tC~

PLEASE CHECK TO BE SURE ALL STAT'EMENTS HAVE BEEN ANSWeRED.

THANK YOU.
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McHER & COMPANY
Same: _____________
Position: ________________
Orpnizatioft: _______________

Date: ___________________

Inventory

-'feSer .fc Compln~
Resources Croup
137 Sewbury Street
Boston. ~t.:aspchusetts 01116

Tr~inin5

161'n .&37·7080
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COIO~1g
•

lU'~lt'"

: .tf'\ ' f l .......

"*.

~"f'·"

F,.,,' .. hn"~, ........ ~ ......
.,,,\ .• tt· j

February 10.

,=.'

"":

199~

To Whom It May Concem::
As Director of the Office of Community Services at Colorado State
Universi'Y. ( bave given my approval to Christopher A. Payne to involve.
students wbo participate in community service programs coordinated by
our office. (bave read the proposal and after discussing the procedures
and expectations with him. I have no reservations about our panicipation.
Please contact me if I can provide any additional support to this
authorization requesL

Sincerely.

I ,.

J. /
I

~,-:.,~

Victoria Keller
Director. Office of Communi'Y Services

il,·"tluj,; ' ............ I•• ~ 1.. 1". Itl-..,..

u.""..... 'Iff ...' ......Uf

'".It"
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SUBJECT CCNSENT F':RM F·:R PARi:C:PAi:O~ CF ~UMAN SUBJECTS IN RESEARCH
CCLCRACO S7~Tc urnvertSITV
SII.;dftnts al COloraao Slate University 'Nlln an Interest In c:Jmmuntty seNlce have oeen
selec:ea :0 ~nlc;oate ,n a SIUCY to ,nves:lI;ate :ne ',allQlty ana rvllatlluty ot a new caeer ana ~etlc;1
:est. The new test ,The Servlce-l.eamlng Inventory) IS oe$lgnea to ,CentJfy leelings. aclons and
:r:Ol.:gnts acoul I'IOw SlUoenls e.oenence ana uncar51ano wnat .t ,5 to Ott a re500n$1018 ClII:en as a
tesuit of heICing otners. If you aoree :0 aar:u::::late ,n thiS SII.:CY. you Will be asKad to comOlate IWO
::acer ana :lanc;1 les!s and a c:amoc;racn.c ;:Ircftle. T:'e twO le51! ana aamogracnlC ~rclile Will tatte
:letween ,5·20 minutes :0 complete.
":"he results Of your partlCaaflon Will be stnC':1y c::nfiaentlal. No namas will be maan!aJnea. A
flumoer acpaars In tne upper rMjjnt nand comer of eac:n test and demogra:)M1C ~rofile to allow
matChing to occur in the event Ine tast packat b8CImas seaarated. Your rvsponsas WIll be reponaa
In grcup form. and tnerefore funher assuras confidennallty. This rasaan:n Prc,8C'lIS to fulfiD patllal
requlramentS for tha Degree Of Oocar ot Philosoony.
AUTHORIZATION:
I.
Ipnnt nama) CONSENT TO SERVE AS A
SUBJECT IN THE RESEARCH INVESTlGATlON ENTITLED:
CanstNC1ion of an InstNment to assass the Service Learning Model:
Establishing con~rrent vaJiOity and intimal reliability.
THE NATURE AND GENERAL PURPOSE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND
RISKS HAVE BEEN MADE KNOWN TO ME BY:
Christopher A. Payna. Oapartment 01 Professional PsycholOgy. CSPA
UlWarsrty of Nonhem Coloraao
He is authorized to proceed on tne undersranding that I may terminate my senrica IS a
subject in this reSHtCh II any time. I undel"SUltld tnal all precautions have tlHn tak8n 10 ...... my
confidentiality. The nature c' ttle intorrnabOn requested by the Learning-Styles InvtntalY. Sarva
Leamlng Inventory ana demooraphic profile doeS not pose any legal. finanaal. SOCIal or personai
nSkS to tne SUbjecU. All test pacQtI will be Shreddacl upon analySIs.
I understand thai it is not poSSIble to identity all potential nSlcS in an.experimental procedure.
bul I believe thai reasonabl. safeguardS nave Dean taken to ",,"Imae bOth tne known and tne
potential. but unknOwn. nskS..
If a SUDject IS injurld in thl course of the rtsaan:ft investi08ll0n and helShe contends trw
ColOtaCIC S~I UlWll'Slty or an emplOyee thereof is at fault for the injury. tne subjac:l muse file a
dalm Within 180 day. of the date of inlUry WIth tne Sial. Attorney General and the Slale Boam 01
Agri~lhn. The Unillttl'Slly's legal and finanoal responSibility. if any. for sUCft inJUri.. is COntrolled
by stale law. Your dalm wiD be refel'8/tC8d to tne RiSk Management Uaiscn Ofl'lcl for reYI. . . and
you snould CIintCt your inquiries 10 that office (30314 91-52571. The UnlVttr$lty cannot om,Nlls.
compensate SUbJec'lS for Ihllr InlUnes. and Sub,ects must depend on their own heallh and aisaoIlity
Insurance for compansallOn tor InlUnes sustamea In tna course of the resean:n Investigations wnlCh
ara nOt tne fault of CSU or ItS emplayeas.

Panlc;pant Signature

Date

APPENDIX L
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C:LCRACO Si~iE lJNIVE~SliY
SUS.:ECi INFC;:U.1ATICN SHEET
PRCJE':-: ilT\.E.
PRINC:PAL
INVESTIGAiOR:
CO-INVESTIGATOR:

C~n$truC:lon Of an .r.s:rument !O assess :ne Service Leamlng Moael:
Estaollsnlng conC"..rrent vallalty ana Intemal rehaClhty.

Dr. Dave McKeltresn. Oirec:or Of HOUSIng, COlQraao State UnIversIty
C!'lnstccl'ler A. Payne. Ooc:oral Sluaent. UnlvefSlty of Northem ~Icraco
DiVISIon
Prafe$Slonal PSYCl"IClIogy. C"llege Stueent Personnel
Aamlnlstratlon

0'

CONTACT PERSON FOR
aUeSTlONSiPROBLEMS;

Or. William A. Barnard. Chair, UNC Imlmal ReVIew Boares
(303) 351-2508

OBJECTIVESiPURPOSE
OF THE RESEARCH:
A patHr and genel test has tllln construdecl to assess the S.MeI
Leanung MoGel. The OOjtc:IMI o'th,s reseaten IS to estaDlish cona.rrrent
valiCity Dy correlating this Instrument Wllh another ent.rion t.st (Th.
Learning-Styles Inv.mory,. Im.mal reliaDllity WIll also be inv.stigalid as
iI ...sull otthls S'lUCIy.

PROCEDURES TO
BE USED:

Subjeds wiG be rwc;u.sted to compl.l. the paoer and pencil tUlS and
aemog~ profile. Total lime to comp.... thIS tIIQUHI is esdlNlUKliO

be t:Mttween 15-20 minut... Subjects nave acc:ess to 1M ..... ,..,.. Of
this study by contacting Christop".r A. Payne. Dean at S&udentl Office.
Can.r Hall 3005, UnivltSlty of Nonh.m CoIOtaclo. G....Iey. CO 80639.

RISKS:

ASSURANCE OF
CONFIOENTIAUTV:

Th. natu ... of the information proviClecl by subjeds on the PIlI*' and
penel t.1tS and d.mographic profil. dO.S not pose any ~al. Ilnanca1.
SOCIal or personal nskS to th. suDjeas. All infOrmation il confid8nliaa and
all t.st pDets WIll be shl'lddld dar fina! analySl.

SubjectS will nat be asked to id.ntify tn.mselves. AU tellS ancI the
d.mographlC profile wiD be nvmtl.raa so that maldUno can occur If tn.
t.stS beCOme s.par.aed.. Responses will be pres.med as a group In tn.
R.sults Section of tn. dissenaDon. tn....oy fun....r assunno
confid.miality.

I AGREE THAT THE SUBJECT HAS THE AJGHT TO TERMINATE PARTICIPATION IN THIS
RESEARCH PROJECT AT ANY TIME.

Cnnstopn.r A. Payne
C~·lnveStl9aIOr

Oa"

PLEASE KEEP THIS INFORMATION SHEET FOR YOUR FUTURE REFERENCE

APPENDIX M
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SUeJE-:r C~NScNT FCRM FCR PARnC:PAT:CN CF HUMAN SUBJECiS IN RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY CF NORThERN COLCRAOO
SlueentS raslcmg In :he reSidence halls at the University of Nonnem COloraco have oeen
-an::omly se.ec:ea 10 oar::ccate ,n a stl.:CY 10 ,nvest:gate :ne vallalty ana reliaOllity ot a new pace'
arc oencl :est. The new lest (The Sannca-Learmng Inventory, IS aeSignea !O 'aentlly teellngs.
ac::cns ana tnougnts aoout how sruaents a:roa"anca ana :.Inaerstana wnat It IS :0 oa a ,esoon$lble
C:llzen as a reSUlt of helPing otners. It yc"u agree to oanlcoate In tl'liS Stuay. you will be a5t(ed to
c::lmOlate two pape' ana oened tasts ana a aemograJ)nlc j)rtltile. The two tests ana aemagraJ)nc
;lrohle WIll take oetween 15·20 mlnutas :0 complete.

All precautions have tleen taken to assure your confidentiality. The nature of the infonnahOn
'equestea by the Learning-Styles Inv.mory, the S.MCe-L.amlng Inventory ana a.mograQl'Iic
j)roril. does not pose any legal. financaJ. socaI or p.rsonal nskS to the SUbJects.
The results of your pamcipatlon Will tI. stnctly confidential. No names will tie m8lntainlCl. A
:1Umoer appears In the uoper ngnt hana com.r of eacn t.st ana demograohlC profile to allow
matCftlng to occur In the event the t.st paCket becomes s.paratea. Your r.spons.s Will b. reponed
In grtlUO form. ana th.retore funher assures your confia.nttality. All test packets Will be Shradcled
upon analysIs.

AUTHORIZATION

agree

I have read the above and und.rstand the nature of the study and
to pan:icipaIt. I
unc1.rstand that by lQ.....ng 10 patliCiDat. in tnis Sft.Idy I have not waived any legal or human ngms.
IIISO undel'Starld thai I have the RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PARnC:PATE ana thai M'f RIGHT TO
WITHDRAW FROM PARTICIPATION AT ANY TIMe ClUring the S1I.Idy WILL BE RESPECTED with no
c::l.raon or preJUdice.

WI"

" I have any QUtsllons for my s.ltction tor this study or how I was treated. I
contact: Or.
William A. Samara. Chair of the Int.mal Rftiew Board. Oapanmem of PsycholOQy. Urwel'Slty of
Ncrtn.m ColoradO. Greeley, CO 80639 (Tel~non.: 3031351-2508).

PanlClpant Signature

Oat.

Oare
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OEC'M':':1E:I':' OF RES:OE:IC~ t.IFE
CAR':'~R HAL~ ROOM 2007
:1 ::."10RAND

l."'"

TO:

Hall

FROM:

Andy

DATE:

April 12, 1992

RE:

Christopher A. Payne's Dissertation Research

Oirec~~rs

Christopher A. Payne is conductinq research on how students
experience and understand wnat it is to be a responsible
citizen as a result at involvement in community service
activities. This intormation will be usetul tor tuture
proqramminq considerations in Residence Lite.
Attached is a letter and test packets that will be distribu~ed
to a random sample ot students trom your hall. Also there are
attached instructions to RAs outlininq distribution and
collection procedures. Please encouraqe your RAs to qet the
s~udents to return the test packets as quickly as po•• ible bu~
in no case later than 12:00 noon on Friday, April 17, 1992.
AS/dbs
Attachment
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OEP.\RTItE!IT OF RES::JE!IC:: Lt=-:::
HAL~ ROOM 2007

C~~Ea

~E"iORANOll'M

TO:

Resident Assistants

FRCM:

Andy

DATE:

April 1:, 1992

Rt:

Christopher A. Payne's community Service Research

christopher A. Payne is conductinq research on community
service and classroom learninq tor his doctoral dissertation.
This intormation will be usetUl tor tuture proqramminq
considerations in Residence Lite.
The attached envelopes contain a test packet includinq a
Service-Learninq Inventory, Learninq-Styles Inventory, and a
demoqraphic protile. Since this is a random sample, it is very
important that we have as many test packets returned aa
possible.
Please tollow this procedure:
1.

Personally distribute ~~e test packets to the
participants on your house.

2.

Ask them to return the test packets to you aa soon as
possible but in no case later than 12:00 noon Friday,
April 17, 1992.

3.

Atter the test packets are returned to you, please
verity that the student has siqned the consent torm
and completed allot the material in the paCket.

4.

Atter the test packets are returned to you, please
deliver them to Dee Schriner in my ott ice in Carter
Hall.

Thank you tor your help on this matter. It you have any
questions, please call m. or De. at 2721.
AS/dbs
At~achment
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L'~IVERSITY

:n,

OF

~ORTHER~

COLORADO

,." ....

.\pr~l

Oear

:..~.

1992

St~dent:

You have been randomly selected to participate ~~ a survey
to how students exper1enc. and understand what it
entails to be a respons1ble citiZen. Thi. intoraation will be
us.tul for future proqramainq consideration. in R•• id.nce Lif••
pe~aininq

Pl••s. compl.te

t~e

followinq:

l)

Si9ft the consent torm and return it with t.h. test'
packet.

2)

Complete ~~. Learninq-Style Inv.ntory, S.rvice
Learninq Inv.ntory and d. .oqraphic profil.: Atter
you h.v. tinished, pl.as. ch.ck your vork to be sur•
• 11 qu.stions have be.n ansv.red. Do not skip an
it....

Pl•••• r.turn t.h. t.st pack.t .nd cons.nt fora to your Resid.nt
Assistant a. soon a. possibl., but in no ca•• latar than 12:00
noon on Friday, April l7, 1992.
I thank you in advance for your h.lp in this utt.r. You will
b. h••rinq about ~~. results throuqh statt and stud.nt
qovernlll.nt.

·~VelY'

·i \l:\L ~\ {I t~ ~
111

~~i.toPh.l A. Payne

~--
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U~IVERSITY
.. !" ~

' ..

,~~~:

',1 : '

OF

~ORTHER~

COLORADO

.t"

i.- , ,il'll(

H"') \J h ; '

., I t ; ; . .: ... .:.

April 19, 1992

Dear Student:
Recently your RA provided you a
co==uni~y service =esearch.

tes~

packet

per~aininq

~hank you tor your par~icipation in this study.
The
~~ll be usetul for future proqramminq considerations

Residence Ll.te.

to

results
in

Since this is a random sample, it is important that as aany
packets as possible Sre =eturned. It you have not already done
so, would you please complete and return the test paCket to
your RA as soon as possible. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Christopher A. Payne
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